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I "Did you, in May, 006, relate toMr.- Thaw a tonversation you hadwith May MacKenzie, especially with
. reference to what she said to you
regarding Stanford White?"
District Attorney Jerome objected
to the question, but was overruled.
"May MacKenzie told me," said
---
i Mrs. Thaw, "Stanford White had been
JEROICE BEGAN CROSS EXAM!. to see her, and that she had told him
NATION OF EVELYN Ithat Harry and I were getting along
YESTERDAY, nicely together. She said she thought
it was so nice the way we loved each
other.
"She said Stanford White haii re-
marked: 'Pooh, it won't last. I will
get her back.' " •
"Did Mr. Thaw say anything when
yeu told him this?"
"He said he had already heard
from Miss MacKenzie."
"What was his condition when you
told him?" ,
"The way he always was when
the subject of Stanford White.
"how was that?"
"Very excited and nervous."
Wrote to White.
"When you were in Boulogne, alai
after you hid heard you had beenAW
- named as a co-respondent, did you
write to anyone in America?"
"Yes, I thinic I wrote to Stanford
White," Mrs. Thaw responded readily.
"And this was after Thaw 'had pro-
posedr
"Yes.'
"Did you cable to Stanford. Vt'llite
from Boulogne?",
"I don't remember.'
"1 understand your honor wishes to
adjourn at this hour," said Mr.
Jerome. looking at thy clock, which
pointed to a:as.
picture. 1 Justice Fitrgerald ordered an ad-Jerome began the cross-examination panrnment until tomorrow morning at
,,i Evclyti on the story of White and to:3o o'clock, at which time District
tried to make her admit disezepancies. Attorney Jerome will proceed with
I4 t made a demand oh the defense his cross-examination of the defend.
attorneys for a number of letters ant's stile,
straiten by White to the witness while
'SisS was abroad. but did not secure
- them.
Jerome plied her with euestions re-
reading her life and tbe witness as
a rule answered very promptly
Jerome brought out that previous to
the meeting with White, Evelyn and
her mother were good friend. of 3
roan named Garland. against whom
divorce proceeding' were pending
The witness testified that this friend
ship terminated :abruptly after she
met White.
nolictont Os login.
The district attorney seensea re-
luctset to begin thc cross-exam:na-
- tam of Mrs Thaw today, desiring in
have the matter postponed until
Thursday morning in order that he
mieht determine whether or not a
further examination of the witness
was necessary on the issues invoiced
in the case.
"After I have looked further into
to. -.4.-- v --.- J....ir.... to ern...-
examine Mrs. Thaw," Mr. Jerome
state44 to fa. enort • '''or I may eroive
my right. If. when all the testimony
as to the insanity of this defendant
i• in. I shall be honestly of the opin-
am that by was insane at the time
this act was committed. I do not
to take up the time of this
and the jury. cantending— "
r..Delinas here intersuatea Mr.
Jesuit& Ile waisted to know if the
,rtitickaiturney rne-ant that ri he was
y• convinced that Thaw was
ante'. when he 'hot Stanford White
Id laiatitlein the prosecution,
tiot hierg," re tcwtede. t lirprvi.c.cut‘e. • -. , .
Aawoedy C &alit ensuctl. durine
sielesch44z...Jerome hinted at broken.•
coofedeoces and eiiiltin of stipula-
tions. He. declared that he did not
Wish to humiliate the witness with a
cross-asaminaaun which la- might
deem liatiotommoos4, c....-„, 
.
"Howelet. if I. atiadorced to do it
I will,"-4 Illizjecomskivoith some-
thing of a menace in his tone.
"Yon may proceed," replied itrs
laeltnasArsesio - .
s- -- 1114.L64 L:etters.
a .Aftp 
A
sAars. Thaw bad sat in the wit
ress chair-40r neatly' fire minutes. Mr
Delmas beton his.examination.
"You have already testified. Mr;.
'Thaw. A& 50ti 'art lenitiar with the
handwriiiag of Stanford White," saki.
the glittery. "I now hand you a
paper and ask if from beginning 'to
end it is in .the hand-writing of Mr.-'
flageister, Est. May, 11396.
Stewlard, En. Apra t1584.
THE STORY
OF WHITE
-THAW TOLD RS
WIFE OF TWO RESORTS
' 'MAINTAINED BY WHITE
WHERE RICH RUINED
YOUNG GIRLS.
Defense Makes Progress astd Lawyer
Dolmas Shops Great Shill
In Illemillog Case.
New York, Feb. 2o.-District At-
torney Jerome resumed the cross-
examination of Mrs. Evelyn Thaw
when court opened this morning.
Many questions were asked tis
Jerome about Mrs. Thaw posing at
model for New York and Philadelphia
artists, and in answer Mrs. Thaw de-
clare‘ she had never posed with more
than Arms, neck and shoulders ex-
posed She told of going on the
stage and the first publication ot her
l• /01 White?" • a
Mira. 'ban' gazed 4t the paper. evi-
deafly a ietaer, and said:
"It is his aandWriting."
ale. Deanna handectahe witness six
^titer letters, and thee al fl we tart,-
tified as havieg come from Stanford
Nirhite. The' letters were marked as
defendant's exhibits Q, R, S, T, LT, V
and W.
1 tart Nave, identified.
42, ,After a montentar delay still other
• I
the .examination of the letters
teas conchtded Mr. Mamas turned to
' *the wittiest •
• 2-.;" ,V9o55 lOoa hate yon Inrisen May
• aftteKerzie?"
•
"Sines tour."
Tttled of White.
'How long./ins Ma. Thaw known
•4Since to04.4 3- -
It
on
TEN PER CENT INCREASE.
NEMINIE.MME.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Com-
pany Increases Salaries.
N York, N. Y., Feb ao -Clar-
inet IT. Mackey. president of l'ostal
Telegraph and Cable company made
thr following announcement this af-
ternoon: AM statements here-to-fore
made as to amount of increases in
salaries which* wotihl be made by the
Postal Telegraph Cable company
have been entirely unauthorized.
The matter was passed upon finally
by this company today, however, and
it was ordered that the salaries of
all operatars, traffic chiefs, wire
chiefo assistant chief operators. and
managers he increased ten per cent
and that tilts increase than apply
not only to the principal offices, but
to all the offices of the comaany in
the United States
LIBRARY CLOSES
The Doors Will Not Open Tomor-
row on Account of Washing-
ton's Birthday.
1 he Carnegie library will be closed
tamorrow on account of Wasaing-
ton's thrthday anniversary, and ill
not be accessible by the public
Among the periodicals on the
'shelves the trustees have added the
"Engineering News" for benefit of
those desiring to study the valdel
and seientific contents
NINETY-EIGHT DOGS.
City License Has Been Paid Upon
That Many Canines by Owners.
The hooks of City Clerk Henry
Bailey yesterday showed that ninety-
three males and five female dogs had
been secs/red .tags by their owners
who patd the /iconic,. Not a single
pesson had paid the dog license the
firtt of last Week. therefore the
threatcr.ed arrest of -everybody has
proven an incentive for them to pay
as the clerk has been rushed issuing
the licenses. For every one paid the
dog palter gets a tag that he attaches
to las canines neck, it being ample
caadericc that the tlicenae had been
said.
A close estimate is that -there are
just about 1,000 more dogs in the city
that have not been paid oti
BADLY LNJUFtED.
Brakeman Travis Caught Between
String of Cars on I. C. Tracks.
Brakeman Harry Travis, colored,
of the Illitvis Central railroad ser-
vice, lies, dangerously injured at the
railroad bospital, but was alive this
morning, and resting easy. Yester-
day morning at 6 o'clock a string of
freight cars had been cut in two on
She tracks at Eleventh and Broadway,
and Travis was pasising between the
two cars where the train was un-
copied, when *e Mack in the *trine
caused the cars to rebound and conac
tpgether, tate drawitead catching 'him
in the stomach and hack, fearfully al-
ai:arc the darkey, who was qtticly
riast: t ti';' hospital.
• 44
THE BAPTIST CO ECTIONS
MESSENcEN t NOT READY
INITIAL ISSUE OF THIS PUB- SHE
LICATION APPEARED
YESTERDAY.
WIU.1111 WORKERS MEET I MAWS
WITH MRS. KATTER10111
CHEEK PRAYER SOCIETY
MEETS WHERE MOST
GOOD IS DONE.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham Gone to At-
tend Minister's Gathering-Dr.
Bolling Returns Tomorrow.
"The 'Baptist Messenger" came oet
in its initial number yesterday and -is
an unusually neat, attractive and
readable publication which will be
gotten out monthly hereafter. It Ss
the paper pablished in interest of the
Baptist denomination of this city, and
bats fair to hate a large circulation
among the members and others, as
its columns of yesterday were full
of good and entertaining reading mat-
ter pertaining to the good work of
the congregations. There arc names
of laumireds of Baptists upon the cir-
culation books, the charge being only
lifts- cents per year. Mr. Lewis L.
Ecbout, the insurance mat; is edito:
of the publication, and has a number
of brainy members a* his assistants.
The paper will keep all in close teach
%rah the work of the Baptists, and
it appreciated by all, especially those
Of the flock.
Yesterday's issue shows the follow'
ing chuteh and society officers and
aesistantat
CHURCH DIRECTORY.
Rev C. M. Thompson, 1).. pas-
tot.
Rev. J. R Clark, assistant pasta,.
Deacons-W E. Covington, chair-
man; J. R lawyear. secretary; J. C.
Porter, E. H. Covington, R. 1.. Elev,
A L. Lassiter, II. K Lukins, F N.
Gardner, Jr.. R. Graham, G. R. Rouse,
J. E Potter, A. M. Rouse, L. L. Bc-
boat, J. T. Reddick.
Trustees-Ed. L. Atkins, J. T. Red-
each, J. R. Puryear. J. k. I'uryear,
treasurer; J. K. Wilson, financial sec-
retary; J. R. Puryear, church clerk;
Mies Courtie I'uryear, organist.
Primary Department-Mrs. Es L.
Atkin., superintendent. Assistants
Mrs. J Toner, Mrs. E. L. licrington.
afro .1 0. Walker, Misses Oche Pur-
: ear. Elizabeth Atkins, Ella Wilhelm.
t. lara B. Thompson. Secretaries,
Rollie Graham and Ed. Atkin,.
Sunday SchOol-Main Sdhool-
Prof. A. M. Rouse, superintendent;
1.. L. Bcbcnt, assistant ramerasten-
.
dent; Oswald Cheek, secretary: I.
W. Emery, assistant secretary; J. R.
Purycar, treasurer; Mass ()stance
Thurman, organist
Mite Society-\h" ss W. EaCoving-
ton,. president: a. R. Puryear,
sace-presient; Mrs. F., B. Richard-
son, secretart;- Ian. Annie Street.
treasurer; !Oraf if Callissi, re -
por t e r.
Woman's Misskstrary Society:-
Miss ?antic Board, president; Miss
Courtie Puryear, vice-president; Miss
I,ueile Randle, secretary; Miss Helen
•Stacott. treasurer.
Willing Workers Meet.
The Willing Workers society of
the German Evangelical church of
South Fifth street meets this after-
noon with Mrs. George Katterjohn
of 1126 West Jefferson street
Cheek Prayer Society.
'rife Cheek Prayer society wa- or-
ganized among the members of the
First Baptist church, named after tile
late lamented Rev. John Cheek, pas-
tor at death of that congregation.
'time object oi the society is to hold
prayer services in homes of invalids
or other people who cannot attend
the regular church worships, and to
also conduct services at places where
there is a possibility of saving some
soul which cannot be properly gotten.,
at at the churches. The members
I ca the 
society request that if anyone
knows of a place where the organiza-
tion could hold services of benefit
that notification be sent Mrs. C. C.
' -Covington of \Vest Jefferson street,
one of the leading members of the
body.
Ministers' %letting.
-Rev E. H. Cnnalagham left _yes-
terday for Calvert Oty to attend a
Ft:potting of the Baptist ministers of
!ibis, section. .1 e be gone severai
. 4
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FRED
BAT
OSILVIE HELD BACK
DAYS BY TAX
VELOPMENTS.
TES. EMPOWERED
LIM WELL SAND
•
HUNTER'S WILL PRO-
AND LEAVES ALL
TO LULA WHITE.
Large fluinber of Deeds Record
With Clint. Who Issued Mai.),
.Mar dal'. Licenses.
Sheriff Joan Ogilvie not being quite
ready settle with the county far
the ta collected sassing Igo, ye?'
terday hen the fiscal court met la
called sossior, an adjournment was
taken oder unit tomorrow whenatie
gather'
mad..
Tisesdi.
t 00 ii
this !
work,
.71:ape
Na'hi
a few
Bleica
ered t
the ar
poor f
well
al-en
sink •
;outlet
nazed
As the
etc sa
aered
will be held and settlement
c sherlf was ready, bet
receives; taxes made out f.‘f•
flame by the railroads, and
sta.:ring some additianal
't base his documents 13
tomarrow,
C saart was In session for
ents yestealay Jest.os
d Broadfoot were entoots-
ave the Sand, taken out of
an we at the new county
se The contractor bored the
eral hundred feet deep, ani
c Line; v people started to
pump into the hole thee
.a sediment of sand tied
for :ropy feet into the Ilea.
iatinot be put down with
! isota- 11.c hole, it
t..ut
Wi:1 Probated.
• In thi county court Judge Lightfoot
'ester:lay- adieiaed :o probate the
will 04 the late aaed A. limiter, who
left e 0.11 1sio he possessed to Lu14
E. W
was ten
signa
I'. SI
Whit
_fanner,' mots and
f Ifuntee witnessed by -H.
at Raotles. F. W
d - lie
DeediNdfare Recorded. .
Pro rty Terttiv 3VC/31314 has
beep
Willi 
, by John j. Williand to
COM p
Palm
bctw
tsreet
Sal
'Ree
Whit
Nort
Sixt
w.
Tho
.Probst for 1150.
Thomas C. Leech Investment
y boughs from James Leonard 
for $500 property on ga, •
Fifteenth and Siete/00i GRANT THE QUART LIQUOR
PADUCAH'S TAXABLE REALTY
IS WORTH $7,36,418
THE SUPERVISORS YESTERDAY FINISHED COUNTING THATSIDE OF THE BOOKS, AND IT SHOWS THE REAL ESTATEAND BUILDINGS ARE VALUED S39e.dar MORE THIS YEARTHAN THEY WERE FOR tgo6-TODAY THE BANKS, MUNI-CIPAL FRANCHISES ANR REMAINING INTERS= WILL:BE ABBESBED, BUT IT WILL BE SEVERAL 'DAYS BEFORETHE BOARD COMPLETES ITS WORE ALTOGETHER.
The total valuation of real estate
and buildings in this city, for muni-
cipal tax purposes, is 7,366418 as
shown by the city board of super-
visors, who yesterday finished count-ing up the books containing assess-
ments of this nature. This is an in-
crease of $395,821 as compared with
real estate and building assessments
of 1906, when they amounted to$6,970.597. Today the supervisors will
finish counting up the total valuations
on the personal side of the books
and then their work will be done in
this respect, althought it will take
them some days yet to wind up
everything connected with their busi-
Iwo. Until then it cannot be told
whst the total combined valuations
arc, hence the tax rate cannot yet
he arrived at.
For tgo6 taxes the alate people's
real estate and buildings thereon were
assessed by City Assessor Stewart
Dicke, and the supervisor then raised
his figures aittasto, making the total
mob assessment for this property of
the white people, $6,768,617. For
'qui the supervisors made raises of
only Vats° to realty and buildings
owned by colored people, making a
total colored valuation of axit,g80.
This made a combined valuation, of
white :aid colored real estate and
buildings, of $6,97o,5qa.
For 1906 the supervisor. made
Waal., raises to personal property
realty and buildings as eenspared with$0,708,617 for last year. This yearthey have valued the realty owned by
colored people at $leat,tdo: and. thebiuldings thereon at $10t,coo, making
a total colored of toossiso, an increase
of only a few thousand as compared
with JaAt year's caloted realty andbuilelings Which was Saat,980 Thetotal white and cold realty andtuildings fur WO 'WO- amounts to$7,366,418, as compared with $6.970.-597 for tack, showing tlicre y a gainthis year over last of the S395-821•Yesterday the supervisors had allthe banks in the city to tarn into theboard etstements showing thc finae
sial condition, including their holdings
and investments of every nature. 'This
morning the stmervieors will take itathe questior. of deciding bow mush
each bank shall_ be assessed on its
er;on-ii Proaerty. etc. Today the
members :lie settle upon the value-tams to be raced OD the franchise
ate: tersona: ore:patty of every private
corporation operating in Paducah
under a muakipal franchise gransIt is belived this year's combined as
sesstr.ents of properties of every na-ture s ill run close to Sti.000,000. as
many isises love been made in thepersona: properties which
counted up todsy, while the
are receiving substantial
alse.
The city official*, state
are to „bpi,
franchises '
iucreasea \ •
that they
, alsa
faunal transferred tootletecir
elix Rudolph and Ka Seta
eld for $30 property oil the"
side of Campbell, belt
aid Seveath str „.
. Crowe), ed "to he
C. I s . ment
pany for Sao° n the north
side df Clay ,betw FOurtoentb arta
Fifteenth. streets.
For at and othar cansiderationa
property at. Sere apd Adams wit
sold 'by Jake B
Carte
. W.IK, Smith so
rropittty to the Tho
vestater.t company
for $253 J. K. Bond
property in the sante neighborhood
to the company. A ;piece on West
Harrison, was .sold the Leech com-
pany by Albert Womble Mr $8a. 
Foratta property on Madison
stseet was sold by Brack Owen to
Nellie T. Gardner.
L. D. Husbands taansfcrred prop-
erty an Twelfth between Jones and
Tennessee, to Jerry Reed for $45.
Marriage Licenses.
af. Triage licenses Wgrre issued by
'the county deb to the- following:
W.
Po
Ch
Sc
an
Man to ` Elmo
Clay s
C. Leech
$3t2-50,
t transfaseed
W. Fitapatrick rid Letitia ,D.
11; Winn Le Nair and Mpbel
antaNea; Wood and Dottie
Virgi Darrington
Paania: sIaepes Woodson
dl ChoprnCharle4 C \Mallon
Otto P. hk.ce.
NommehNow.•••
q. Power ,tf
ad Powell power
of orney on and the
doesnent filed clerk for
record.
days.
Held Prayer Stroke.
i'rtsiding Eldtr J.. W. -Blatkard
held power serices feat evinaing at
the Broadway Methodist cher& for
ker. W. T. Rolling, the pastor...who
is afemphis ober* toniritst -he de-
s a tecture before the Nineteenth
reiturn tainor-
. 4 A
waned by white people, making the cannot get out of a tax rate lesstotal whee personalty valued at than $1.85 for this year, because there$2,978loo. The colored personalty has to be taken care of and paidassessed in tad) amounted to $13.125- off the enormota , and unprecedentedThis made the combined personalty detiri: of 545.ono the republicans leftoadfdiceroad tovtahlt:ev,d.haite adit.991 cot . over ler the dertiocrats to pay of439.1oreel . when the reptrblicans went out ofand building assessment of $6.970,597 °face the arst of this year, Ittitfor ita.a6 made a grand total dI all: pea 'wen 11,
geereat marten conht•
;.de oar; tax rate lowasses for this Year many in- a. $v'5f1 per Stock and. Own havecrease.' him self. and the supervisors plenty of money on handmade nirreases to his figures. Their; If a4 itpervisors finish tauntingresult or yesterday showed they had everythivg by 
-today it can tlienvalued real estate owned by white be ía e! out hist exactly what thepcopte. for Nay taxe -i. Ofita7.449.; tax rair eat fie but it is a foregeen-hile tbeffealldings on the whit* pees- !conclusion limft witl have to liepie's arehissd were valued at
'getting. a tot 
w•••••••••••-r
al $7,1fio
--ne-.— 
de fore folfloin:. reptiblkan regime.
_ 
9. cone tia ONOlited every year heretp
LICENSES TO APPLICANTS
'Iv-4 71-------"----'—U.—.-
UPON CERT CON arnoNs WILL THERE BE, GRANTEDittflE LIC E FOR TH,,E DRY & WWI, WHISKEJ
„HOUSE Olt NORTH SECOND STREET, AND THE PAD1rCAH DISTILLERIES COMPANY OF SCOU•TN THIRD STREET
-PEOPLE AROUND LONE OAK SECTION OF THE COUNI'Y LAST EVENING ORGANIZED "THEA ANTI-SALOONi LEAGUE" WHILE ANOTHER VSSION *ILL BE HELD
„ NEXT MONDAY NIGHT TO MAKE BODV5PSRMANENT.
-------
(Joeiertitifteonditiens the license lie a ,worn a asic certnyin4 tl)at
ommittee of the general council will, the objecticnta
been used in . paal tet3yetaur,e while 
not
dining tlis evening's session of the
istilIertes company
a similar affidavit
mg this house has
ng this natnre
iecnse ofaldegnanic body, recommend that win .ise granted
Dry kiss & \Veil, the North Second
bneoitngusieGdgeadj*street whiskey. dealers, be granted
license to sell liquor Nn quantities he- since last July,,
tween one quart and five gallons.
This is the decision of the committee- League.i....h!clt met afonday afternoon. at the
,
The taAnsidti-epas he Lone Oak WC-
city hall and sifted out the matter tion the 
- met last evening
'waters this firm was charged with tra,- and organized. the Anti Saloon
in naktre of a naked man in disgust- prevent sal -fro.n operating in
ing vile and obscene printed matter. League," thso4ject of which is to
ing altitude. to advertise Its business, McCracketa.ceiantas. A large crow,
• *..iarif was before the *ono of people of that vfebaity was present
eatefirsaaaalia the defense be baisralia last -night;gd chose officers of Rev.
- 
while Rev. Calvin W. J. Na • .-ts president, and Pro
ier rn
dished the marmot _ ifessor Kellner -Rudolph as secretary
4.•• 
drniee showing -this A seclnd- Itessilon will be held next
'arm ts license, th 
-------------
-.lat aches.
ter Iliad been- Miornknid;rriy
Dryiuss & weii 'Rev. Naylor. is the pastor of the
aliethrxlist churches included in the
purposeane not 
f
.die te"ae.ncagiliganfiozrattiohne
r
ta, Missions, while Secre-
tary Rudolph is the well known young
educator of that neighborhood. De.
Nnylor lives at the mission parsonage
in Lone Oak, which is 'four miles
from this city Sautawest of Wallace
. ,44
W. J. Lockc, the new secretary 01
the Institute British Architectssia
a voiter of pl end novels.
first hook appeal: in tRot and each.
year since *btu has ompleted a book.
Uis plays love very successful
and his latast effort lit that direetiol
w;l! shortly he brvight omit in i.onlon•
cad' Dift
Third Street Will renew 'its application
for a license to sell between ohe qaart
and five gallons. The license of This
latter firm was taken away last year
because sonic certain of canis
were used to advertise the ,business,
but now. that Dryfuas So'Weil are to
get their lieense, Rev. Thompson has
withdraws! his protest againattbe dis-
tilleries company, as he does not be-
lies4 in naak,iag bone out, one and
tiesh out 'Of lie other. .
• It is undetaltoad the committee will
reconnactd,„'Oat the DrOusa & Weil
license We.Agreuted. proyided that Ern1r
•
, • -
•
6I, Se. ...me..
1
• HODGE GOT JUDGMENT IN
TOBACCO CONTROVERSY
JUDGE REED ORDERED W. B.
TO PAY $1,485.59 OVER TO T
THE OTHERS OWE HIM TH
COURT TAKES UP THE SUI
WIDOW CLAIMS MUCH MO
COUNTY—JAMES WALKER
CENTRAL FOR $2,000—JORN
SCHEDULE IN THE BANKR
Thomas !lodge was yesterday in
the circuit court given judgment 1e:-
41,485.59 against G. R. Allen and W.
Ii. Kennedy, and the latter immedi-
:Lady took an appeal to the appellate
bench
Hodge claims he turned much to-
bacco over to Allen and Kennedy
nix) buy the weed, and they sold it
for itim. He contended they would
not turn the money over to
while they claimed he owed them
several hundred dollars in connection
web a. former business deal, there-
fere they were 'holding the money.
Hodge brought snit to force the two
defendnnts to pay the money over
And Judge Reed gave a verdict for
the mentiotied amount.
The judge set for tri-al tomorrow
the litigation where Mrs. Tobe Rogf
-ers, widow of the late sheriff Tobc
hogers, claim; many hundreds of dol-
lars are doe her husband's estate
trent the county of McCracken as his
ornmosione for collecting back taxes
due the cotaity from taxable prop-
ene).
Master Commieeioner Cecil Reed
.filed a deed transferring property to
allie Hansen en the snit of A. C.
Trece agetinst the People's lloute
Purchasing company.
The commonwealth was granted an
eepeal in the set ion where Magni-
trate W. E. Lane is charged with
vielatinn ihe state Ian by winkma
mid teeny, on psislic •county
node user wheel) lie flan indirect
eleage by virtue •1 being a magis-
trate. therefore a member at the fis-
eel court. Lane y as indicted, hut
•
...setat day, ago Judge Reed decided
he had not violated the law. amt the
.conmeittwealtdi now -takes tien matter
to the appeallate coart on the con-
tenttem that Lane did break the law.
Jedge Reed's decision to time con-
trery notwithistanding
There comes up today the snit of
11r. J. T. Rieldick against fiol C.
Vauglreti. plaintiff cheininn elefen-
dant *M3V14 Mae sabots-. demi the
e-
I:ENNEDY AND G. R. OLLEN
HOMAS HODGE, WHO CLAIMS
AT MUCH — TOMORROW THE
T WHERE FORMER SHERIFF'S
NEY DUE HER FROM THE
ESTATE SUES THE ILLINOIS
R. ROBERTS FILED HIS
UPT COURT.
itranant of premiums the doctor con-
tends be paid for defendant in. keep-
ing up the latter's life insurance pol-
iey in one of the companies.
Damages for Man's Death.
Felix G. Rudolph, administrator of
the estate of James Walker, filed suit
in the circuit court sesterday against
the Illinois Central railroad for Ve-
en° damages on account of Walker
tieing killed while working for the
acad. Walker was: a colored man
end was sitting upon the track near
Cravel Switch on the Louisville di-
vision, while his train was waiting
for another to pees it. An oncoming
train struck and killed Walker. It
happened during February, icooti.
••••...•••••••••=111
Small Carpenter Account.
1'. R. Stewart Lied one of the
smallest suits ever instituted in the
circuit court, it being for only $6 eft,
claimed due from Albert Moore for
repairs Stewart made to Moore's
hi use as a carpenter.
Adjourn Court Monday.
Judge Reed is making only a few
orders Vali) day at the circuit court,
cut yesterday said he would issue
the closing order next Monday, by
which time be will have disposed of
everything he wants to take up this
term. He will then rest up the week
intervening until he convenes the
Itenton term the first Monday in
March. lk is allowed lour week*
for the Merehall county branch of
the court, but generally finishes in
i111011 ten deys. The next sesnon
then ie the Paducah nruinal term
whieth starts the first Monday in
Roberta' Schedule.
Jelin R ROberts, the dry greele and
tintion merchant who failed, filed his
'schedule yesterday in the bankrupt
court of Referee Bagby outlining in-
elehtedness amounting to $5.floo. while
Ina assets equel $6,$49
THE SPIRIT OF '76
Sy W. "'e. eKsts:ick )
lii (_yer near approach eto thc 
airedersary -of Waskingtottel birthday it
behooves us all sc be vete, grateful to
thid andehe revsiletionary fathers dor
!he nation which they gave to us.
.‘wgy with the .nari why does see
love his country
It has its faults.
It is no better than the best man
who lives in it, and the best man who
lives in it. separated by a long dis-
tance from the angels of hea-ven. The
writings and orations that would put
us beyond criticism explo& against
some very herd facts.and let rut upoat
the air a great deal cf silliness. Our
ideals of wetness and tinny are
:loser to the groundo Ian thee ought
to be.
Ovr reveran:e for the secret/loess of
law that slyest I be as firmly fixed in
our national •consceiere as iPike's
Peak is firmly fixed in the soil of Col-
oratio, is not anyond Lac cavil and
eeinplaint of those vele° study the
Intuidations of our institutions'.
But of one this.g we roe permed:et.
end that is that the virtues of our
eetintry overbelaiee its
There are 31101( angels ithan del
Among us.
The timils are -making the mixt
*-4r; .e, but the erects are elnire the
ino t snick. 'fie man whe believes
that righteousness es losing its grip
epon this nation is a woefully mis-
taken man. I heatel a speaker the
other day who prockinned that we are
falling from bad to worse and from
weerst to worse.
We do not believe 'him.
We believe that we ore rising front
;nod to better, and from better to
hest.
One of the chief roots of one oa-
triotism is gratitnde. the realization of
'en immense debt to those who bat-
tled about the cradle of nun national
existence and won our freedom and
independence at the points of theie
ord •
Here we ale 'bemuse the men of '76
'pie its here.
Here we stay because the spirit of
76 has kept us here.
Stormy Atlantic, mild Pacific. sleep
ieg lakes, waving forests. tree-crown-
ed mountains, gold mine and silver
mine, storms out of whose tempest-
driven hearts have fluttered the white-
feathered birds of peace. fiery bap-
tisms through whose flames have
crept forth the eveingels, gave ever-
lasting consonant. When we think of
these things, when we stand upon the
mount of vision, and the splendor of
our country breaks upon our eyes",
when the song of the reapers comes
moo us, when we hear the hum of
irelestrv thrilline _along the ernithd..
:when ne see the gleaming river,
cur.mg and ....sliding like silver
threads through vast gardens, what
acceuint of ourseives shall we give to
ourselves if we take not the cup of
praise and thanksgiving in our hande;
and pour it out to the heroes whose
patience, faith and 'courage ushered in
the dawn of our splendid prosperity?
They were fighting for' the future,
for the country that was coming. So
are we fighting for the future—for the
country that Is coming. As we look
into the faces of our little children we
cannot feel that for us the battle is
ended. We have won a country for
ourselves. But we Insist win a coun-
try for Them.
And love of country and love o;
'children run together with the ambi-
tion to *in a better country for them.
'home and patriotism are linked to-
',elle- The children will help to
make the nation. But the nation will
help to make those children.
That little dimpled (heck will not
allow you to take off your uniforms
for a single day.
lent mast build his home. You
nniet tight inn his inhetitance. You
must put your life into the moving
and marching forces of righteousness
that. are trying to win eictories for
The next generation will live in the
country whichthis generation is mak-
ing for it. And•each one of tin iv hell)
in to make it. All of us ore nation-
builders. Every time we cast a bal-
lot for 211 unclean office-seeker we are
committing an vintage Anon the fu-
ture.
Patriotism can never be s.e/ftsh. It
can never be bound up and roped
round in its own Ineesures and iconn
forts.
Fr can never starel still, looking
Lads-wards.
It can never content itself with
making a noise.
In Washington's farewell addre.:
we see the prayers of a wreat send
embraemg a nation' posterity. The
pen that wrote the emancipation
proclamation was tracing on the pa-
per a heart's desire for a long pro-
cession of centuries.
And out of this love of country and
this guardianehin of our children will
come the patriotism of service.
The Boman soldier cried Out, "It is
beautiful to die for one's country."
Our country does not want' anybody
to die for it now, but it does want all
Ole multitudes of its people to live for
it, to do their big best or their little
best to serve its highest and noblest
intents, and pass it along to The fu-
ture cleansed, purified, sweet to the
heart :net sound to the core.
"""" REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS:-
THE REPORTE7t.
Mt. Carnegie, like George Vander-
bilt and many other rich men, once
longed to be a reporter.—From World
Editorial.
And well they might,
For all their riches
Can't give to them
The manner which ie
Inherent in the
Hustling fellow
At home in purple
Or in yellow.
Today he talks
With tramps and things.
Tomorrow shakes the
Hands of kings.
Regarding one
As not inferior,
Nor yet the other
As superior.
W
Ile makes his way
Through money bags,
'And finds no obstgcles
In rags;
Omniscient quite.
An omnipresent,•
Tie's out to get
The stuff he hasn't.
He's cavalier
To every lady:
He's debonair
To what is shady;
lie treats the millionaire
Politely,
And treats 3 bunch of
Coppers nightly.
ile suits himself
To circumstances,
And takes what comes.
Including chances;
Ile may be something
Of a sinner,
hut he can pray
To come out winner.
Well may the rich man
Long to be
A rood reporter,
Such as he
Whim has no millions
From the game,
Put somehow gets there
Just the same.
W. I Lampton, in Nee York
World.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
By Margaret Sangster.)
'Ti. splendid to live so grandly-.
That long after you are gone.
The things you dad are remembered,
And recounted under the sun,
To live iso bravely and purely,
'That 3 nation stops on its way.
And once a year, with banner and
drum.
Keeps its thoughtV* (• if your natal
day.
'Tis splendid to have a record
So white and free from stain
That. held to the light, it shoves no
blot,
Though tested and tried again.
That age to awe forever
Repeats its story of lc,-e.
And your birthday lives in a sertins
heart,
All other days above.
Anil tRie is Washinaton'a ghee.
A steed-fact soul and true.
Who stood for hi' country's honor
When his eglantine% days were few.
And now, when its days are many,
And its flan of stars is flung
To the breeee in ele8ant challenge,
His name is on every tongue
Ye;. it's spiendid to live so bravely.
To he so great and strong.
That your memory is ever a tocsin
To rally the foes of the wrong;
To live so prottlify and purely.
That e-our ueonle pause in their way
And vesr by year. with banner and
drum.
Keep the theutrht of your natal day.
POEMS BY THE OFFICE BOY.
Scorned.
litho The lady artist cums
and music on rns- Hart strings thrums
For soon will that fair statuesic
sweet maid Fmd something on her
desk.
I wunder Will the haply guess
the sendur who May not confers
'his 'Pastnin lest it sihniild annoy
her finding it the f.Nis boy
hell 0 she sees and looks askates
and gratitood is in Hun giants
masher) she feels letv's nuivrine dart
at last B still mi throbbing hen
hiio she Tends as if to kiss
anbintine o Dibble bliss
How fare she is and %%fiat sweet grace
and charity are in Hun face
with littrobitincss- and face Dnwncast
cln;d Hart afire and Beating fast
i stand Awaiting whilorn fate
-2(*sse me she seems tew hessytate
• —
0 woe behold' Her brondiner scowl
end seeming Tew be thinking foul
gad 7.orrlee o mithry is trine
the frasket for Mi valuntine
reeeteisn en
-unman what a stone
for hart have Ye few often shown
Tpw enan'a tonrivor lov to go 'henti
0 luie give back nil Twenty sense
—St. rot& Post-Dispatch
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* AMERICAN WOMEN
• CAN HAVE SUFFRAGE 41
• WHEN THEY WANT IT *
4
(By Mrs. Dore Lyon.)
Water; the American woman wants
the suffrage she will get it. Of that
there has never been any doubt in
the minds of either men or women.
She has not proved herself invincible
on to many .points in which she has
tel t a really vital interest in order to
acknowledge that the procuring of
equal suffrage is an impossible task!
But the day seems not to have ar-
rived! Now and then we hear of a
determined effort on the part of a few
advanced women to influence legisla-
tion in this reward, and at the same
time of a strong attempt of women
who think themselves equally ad-
vanced to prevent any such legisla-
tion!
Men like feminine women, and are
very jealous and grow more so of the
rights which custom and the laws
have accorded them in the oast and
they will not passively accept any in-
fringement by the weaker sex unon
those lights. The slow but certain
advanee of woman in every field
hitherto pre-emnted by men is recog-
nised and acknowleeeee nes to
3 comparatively small number of wo-
men has been given the insight into
the (mere They are the advance
guard, the pioneers. To them the
working out ot a universal suffrage is
clear, but they are only a few, and
althouah earnest and faithful to the
cause, mien needs make haste slowly
with neliet and dienity.
They realize that they must feet
educate the women to want the ant-
f ha
-fore they begin the education
of Melt, and unlike the Etuelish suf-
fraeists they are working (mirth. hoe
',Notionally Possibly they realize that
N hell woman "herself is converted to
suffrage: that will be the end of the
battle. The pure food bill, child labor
lie 4 net other great movements
prose the cztent ot weenan's pcnee•
when 'he is really interested. As to
time merits of equal suffrage, can there
be any doubt anon the Question? The
only wonder is that man the use mar
only wonder is that man the. just, man
fer the suffrage, at least tinflfl women
who ere tax pavers, that he, the
mighty maker of laws, is content to
tanciene;rnit,? mt. v 
state, 
uh ci.,unritiose of yl anirtcimaint
nithnie uiviiig the nerecoguizeel but
eitnallv taxed feminine taxpayer a
I voice ii the %decline of the ofiscials
who shall avinnistrv the y.,st ..nms
n hid) she contributes!
The MAW Reform Needed,
(Lot:mine Herald.)
The country is in need of a real re -
:ism. Men and women, no matter
how gixid. may always become better.
f-lite real reform of which the busi-ness and politics of this ((tunnystands in need must be." says the
i Red Wing, Minn., Republican, "a
i moral ene if it is to reach the mot of
the evil. No amount of investigation
or legislation can make men honest in
their dealings with their fellow men."
Time get-rich-quick schemes a'l ap-
peal to a depraved sense of right. So
do lotteries, lobbies and all the other
agencies of graft and fraud. The get-
rich-quick professional studies his in-
tended victim first at long range. If
he sees him a faithful, self-respecting
citizen, be will probably get no closer.
But let the grafter see the faintest
sign of a wobble in the man he needs
in his business, and he immediately
a pproac lies.
The lobbyist and the lottery agent
are, also, circumspect in selecting and
working victims. The boss grafter is
careful to choose for subordinates
adroit, alert, vigilant and unscrupu-
lous subordinates. The one wow to
••••• t%ece men out of business is that
indicated by the Red Wing Republi-
can. There must be a moral uplift.
Cireft has taken too deep a root in
business and in politics. 'It must be
removed with a fit instrument. That
instrument is moral betterment all
along the line, •
Put down gambling. repress law-
lessness in every form, let all men
stand before the law on one plane,
punish severely and swiftly all
breaches of trust. The men of '76
and of 1812, the soldiers of the Mexi-
can and of the civil wars, were men
of honest purpose. Public conscience
has played a lagger part in the de-
velopment of America than in any
other country. Every condition that
seeks to eliminate conscience from
due activity in personal or public life
is inimical to general well-being.
Conscience should then be the rule
and the conscienceless . will soon be
put in their place. e
near W. Whittemore
Real Estate Agency
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
"One sees .1 lot of sesnieines-look-
Price List Free to Everybody. Sending characters on the street
te.," cmir al.. fcr it. Office Fraternity Building.
ready frsAs.. ‘afore. r met retie_ EDGAR W. WHIlITEMORE, Padu-
develana r.eaaer, ArlrIllikir cab' K7'
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE 1310 INOS"
Ti Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make tke Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER.
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
Aar'
MECHANIC'S
a
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Big Bargaine in
Wall gaper
Now is the Cime to Buy -
Malt gaper
We have the largest Itae of up-to-:tau wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
picture
frames
6 liNcture
0 frames
c. c. Lee
or your picture frames
315 BROADUITIT
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G W. ROBERTSON, Prent N. W VAN CULIN. Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No 895
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
.L•-• 
FREE
•
From Isaac Shell., to J. C. W. Beckham
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FREE
The Evet ink Post has f serer*/ ref,rs --Aegis-tired to secure Trfettrrra c•rf an rc-rdwirt- 0Oovernors a nd bas at last succeeded in set aring them through the assistance of the Ken-tucky State kiistoricid Society. 
•
In order to place these pictures in a permanent farm, they hare been arranged In ugroup in an np-to-data Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latent reset's, tenures ofRU the presidents of the United States, Rulers and Plaza of ail rations. routes.maiiltical data. history of the Russo-Japan War, also kite maps of the United states, Pan-ama Canal, it:astern and Western lient*ihere, reports or the la t hr.e nationm /emusand rnuat other historical informatiort.
This origin sad valuable All.. Is FRSB to ALL EVENING Mb,'If net DOM a salliaortber mend g3.00 fore full year's ontiseriptimi by mail or ga.00 IT%month's subscription. Understand that these rates are by mad only and that ttse inti-seription prior by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Evening Post publishes six or more editions daily amt the latest edition is sent toeach reader according to the time that it will reach them,
market reports.
The Evening Post is first in everything and has the most State news and best
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answer several questions that will go
far toward establishing his identity at
any future nine. The law will weed
out the illiterates, the irresponsible
and put a stop to the many fraudu-
lent 'naturalization!) that hate been
issued in the past.
GET THE BEST
!as
A fine horse sold by -Mi. Worm
Tully, the stock dealer of Fourth
and Kentucky, yesterday tried to im-
itate the old saying of "the cat came
back," and Mr. Tully says he has
such an excellent livery stable that
oven after his arifmale are sold to
some other they run off from the pur-
chaser and return to their home. This
horse in question is supposed to have
leaped from a traio that started to
East Sr. Louis with the beast aboard.
Mr. Tully sold the animal to Mr.
Paddleford of East St. Louis, awl
Tuesday night the 'horse wa.s placed
in a'stork car in the Illinois Central
yards, and prepateell for sthipmient.
Mr. Tully kncove the brute got into
1 •
e,
,
(wv.c9 PRIii
WOPJ.:15 FAIP
41111 Y WU'S •
1. 1111./ WEESTER:S
INTERNAT;ONAL
DICTIONARY -2-1
• Rocantly Enlargod •
Verrp•
25.000 New Word3
Now Gasettoor of the, World
IMO More than 26,000 titles. based on the
latest census naturn*.
bisriv/ileippaphiealDictiotsary
outtairdng ilie of error 10,000 noted
pawns, dale b, death, etc.
-use if duesuien.
NOW Itate/
2380seliatrages
41, Rich 114,linet
NeededinEveryHome
Alpo Watostee's aellsglete bietlessey
me Now laustassioem.
Ressler Edition 1110s Pi laa%es. WW1.'
De Luxe Edition iitaNsIll la Item/ boot
ex,* roue. es lido mar. lositVhi4laitilmeit
FREE, niniceseytrilabbssEloileossapieceideu
• G.. C. ifERAIAM CO, •
Publishers. a Dirt agile Id. Mese,
Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special RemediesWHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
tail, and BLEW'S STOMAHHrTABLETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Boil] conform to unai-Sam's Pure Food & Driii
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
THEJIIN 11011111
(William, Inglis in Harper's Weekly.)
There are more than 6o,000 Japanese in the Hawaiian islands. Nearly
all of them are laborers on the sugar plantoions. Many of them are mar-
* ned, and on every plantation you will find a quaint reproduction of a Jap-
anese village, the houses very like those of the orient, Japanese women in
Thnonu going about their daily tasks, and chubby-checked, brown-eyed
'Hilt- boys add girls very gravely beginning the solemn business of life.
All of the Japanese boys and girls go to a Japanese school from 7
. 'clock until 9 in the morning. Then they attend an American public
-chool front 9 o'clock until 2 in the afternoon. The moment they ate free
they hurry back to Japanese ochool and work there until s or O o'clock
el the evening. Imagine a school day that lasts from 7 in the morning
emit dark! Yet these brown children thrive on that system.
Down in old linutberry Bend New Yorkers have a publie.echool of
which they are very proud, because MO the teachers receive young Italians.
toreeks, Syrians, Arabs, Japanese, Chinese, Scandinavians, Turks, etc., as
maw material and turn them out as a finished product of excellent American
•
'Porto Rican ..
Llsinese 
iierman
Other inreiani • -
japan...4
ocantbriaelan 
British ... 
Part Hawaiian 
Ameri:ait . 
I/ortu atm se 
(Amen; In Honolulu that school would pat.-. -unnoticed, for in every
side.
schools of Hawaii. oaken at the end of last bole:
I lavign.in 
school you will find little folk of a dozen races working amieably side by
Tetals
Observe the remarkable mixture •hoon by the latest Ce11411t of the
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Chicago. Feb. oi -The eity neeliti- huge tiehting machines
Iful—thot itideacen: Utopia of opti- no that they may know
. might ispliftere--is in sight. All that too, hate a big stick.
is neceesary to convert the mirage Says Woman is the 
Braver.
Totals.
4E4.5
3412
059
. :se
eese responsible families. These little ones the car, because had his men to
4.472 arr the chikiren of Mrs. Maud attend to this.
tot I nclirand oho was burned to death The Paducahare yeeterday thought
4.ot7 one month ago et her home no North the horse was on hie way to the pur-
sop Tenth otreet chosen.) home, when he got a tele-
Ma The hoepital the home wants to ohone message from Mr William
146 maintain will be for care of the crip- Duke telling him that the latter had
--- Orel and invalid little ones taken seen one of the liveryman', animals
25458 cLarge of, as the management finds out about Thirteenth and Clay
it %aid to secure residences for these street.) Mr. Tully told the other he
INFIRMARY FOR THE HORSE
THE INSTITUTION CAME BACK
MR. J. W. HUTCH ENS HERE IN
INTERST OF CHILDREN'S
HOME.
They Are Preparing to Erect a Hos-
pital for Cart of the Helpless
Orphans.
MR. WYNN TULLY THOUGHT
THE ANIMAL'S GHOST
HAD APPEARED.
Beast Seems to Have Jumped From
the Stock Car and Was Ramb-
ling the Streets.
across the
there that
Mr J. W. Ilutehens, one of the
managers of the Children's Home So-
ciety of Kentucky, it here from Lou-
isville to resume the work of securing
contributions for the mfirmary or
oospital to be constructed and main-
tained in connection with the soca-
etens borne. He expects to remain in
this section of the state for several
weeks, as he is receiving such good
help from all sides that it is taking
touch time for him to arrange with
thc people for them to contribute.
He says that the Schrand children
seem %sell pleased with the home
ohere he took them two week.. ago,
and where they will be cared for until
good Comes arc secured for them in
nected with the department at the
home devoted to darky children, is
hire also, and in denvering sends
tea of talk* at the different ...gored
we, churches
helplees tines. must be mistaken, thc beast in
0. Singletem, colored, oho is con- question seas nearly to St. Louis now,
but Mr. Duke said there was no
cnance for a mistake. /lc then had
the horse brought down to the stable.
and it proved to be the at I sold
to Mr Paddleford.
Mr Tully imagines that somehow
or other some person either opened
the door to the clock car in the rail-
road tards, or it got jolted loose
onnle the trnin was being switched
around. The hope leaped out and
must have fallen to (hi* knees, which
are skinned painfully.
'Mr. Tully will try over again ship-
ping the animal and we if she can
not be gotten safely away this time.
As the horse was brought back to
the stable Mr. Tully thought it surely
mutt be the (tial's stihost. hut
closer inspection developed it was the
sem.- beest
into th: reality i• to give women the ••Women are physically too oeak to
 more interest in such things than
ballot, according to the speakers at cut much figure in a military state, 
their native sisters. They can not
tlie soision of the national woosanj but is milioary state the highest? understan
d why the American wo-
.
suffrage con.vention Sunday afternoon Certainly not. Woman s appe
arance men hue so few privileges. women
at the Studebaker theater a. a voter oill change the whole 
corn- know more of the pure food problem
Pure water. clean streets, e epurgat- plenion of the institutions of the coun 
than men, they know more about the
politics, emancipated factory work- ' try. Is a woman a coward? Em-i need, o
f the home, yet they are not
se toe an honest anti competent police !phatically she is no!. She is bravetd 
allownl to vote when these matters
4
force. direct rule by the people and., than mail, more able to endure pain
 becom: public issues..
in avert, a fundamental democracy ;and privation and truer to a principle. , 
'It is asserted that the ballot in the
are promised when the o M.') and el-- Her coming into politics will mean
 I hand. of the women of the under-
ten of the republic are allowed equal the obsession of militarism and 
the; world would he a dangerous experi-
privilege s oith the men on election removal of ancient prejudices and wenn hut I believe that the 
women of
slay. superstition this
 class if allowed to vote would
Dr. 1:mil G. Hirech sail so. Jan.
Adelanie vociferated it and Rev. Her-
bert Bigelow. of Ohio, demanded it,
while netween speeches Rev. Anna
Howard Shaw. president of the na-
tional association:' indorsed the views
of all three.
The largest crowd that has greeted
the woman oiffeagiets since the be-
* inning of their convention listened
to the programme yeoterday. 11' _
"I propose to 'defend my sex." said
-lir. Hirsch in starting out on the sub-
t. "Why Not? A Study in Preju-
dice and Superetitionn That oes
far as he got in presenting the de
e. Ile advocated the ballot for
Ns 'MIKIS on all occasions and ridicelen
ho opposed it.
Woman as a Side Issue.
'Your movement is the natural out-
come of the development of the
tleneglit toruiew she said. "It
Was formerly the idea that man was
the perfect being and that woman
Was the origin and, the instigator of
all ev:l. Man was made first and
then came woman, and in a lonesome
moment man espoused woman and
has been having more crr lee: trouble
ever since. This idea that woman is
the subordinate creature has been in-
corporated' in all our institutions.
Woman has come to be regarded as
only a side issue. Therc. was a Ger-
man who had another idea of woman.
H. thought that God first tried his
hated on map and that when 'he had
gotten some skill in making a man
'he made a woman. and that woman
was his masterpiece.
"Polygamy was due direct to the
:theory that woman was good for noth
trig but to bear male children. In the
tribal days when the integrity of a
tribe depended on the number of its
strong men there was some ground
for this belif. The same conditions
brought about in certain countries the
custom of burying all the girl babies
alive as soon as they were born. It
le nuprising that in our metelern insti-
tutions the survival of these beliefs,
founded on different states of society.
-.still exists.
"This is elie coedition that brought
about militarism and in our country
we have not escaped the beliefs still
prevalent in Europe, which is prac-
tically an armed camp. We have
made some progress toward the wor-
ship of the man on horseback with
the brass huttone and we have sent1 __Aseallialin ..
' e •
"They say woman is too good to I do more to purify the police force
be dragged from her pedestal into the which now preys upon them than
dust of politics—that wOrtlan phould many generations of men . It is ex- ! New Naturalization Law.
be put into a glass case and carefully tremely difficult for me to understand 
•
preserved from all contact with the how the opponents of woman's sun
ontev world. Let me say to you that frage have held out so long. When
women are able to take care of them- they do vote many problems that now
selves To assert that they are not is seem herd se ill be aniazing:e eimpli-
"Now there ie another asg 
tied "a relic of mediaeval times
ument-1 ••••••••••11.
that vioman is not man's intellectual Chn-ago. Feb to—A- a memorial
equal It is said that she lias not so to the hie of Miss Susan B. Anthony
many brain convolutions as man. Per- a movement to raise a fund of ntoo,-
haps that is true. The word convolu- coo to be used in fureheiing the prin.
tions may faille; he rendered by the ciples for which she stood was
word wheels. In this sense she has launched at the convention of the Na-
• not so many coneolutions. To say
that woman's brain is not, equal to
man's almost entitles the holder of
such a proposition to the tit /t of A.
S. S. Ii women are intelligent enough
to bring us up and teach us it is ridi-
culous to say that they are not in-
telligent enough to vote as intent-
!gently as we do. We all know 'how
intelligent our voting population is. If
the voice of the people is to be the
voice of God then let iis have the
women vote.
Says Men Are Too Neglectful.
"We men in exercising our ballot
forget the small things. We neglect
our water supply, our streets and the
conditions in our tenements. If the
women voted they would not toleratc
these things. We need a thorough
system of housekeeping for our large
cities and women are the ideal house-
keepere.
"Now we conic to the argument
that politics is so impure that the wo-
men must not go into it, lest they be
defiled. We might as well say that
men must not wear watches because
there are pickpockets. The thing is
to purify politics, then the women
cannot be defiled.
"Tie last contention of those op-
posed to the enfranchisement of wo-
men is that they would curtail the
personal liberty of our citizens. I do
not believe this. believe that they
would be fair-minded enought to look
at both sides of the question."
Jane Addams Answers Arguments,
Jane Addams spoke on "The Cam-
paign for Mninicipal Suffrage in Chi-
cago?"
'We often hear it said said site
that the foreign-horn woman would
tional W Suff t' t
The new naturalization law is in
force. It contains several wise rept
.latione which it is thought will mate-
rially decrease fraudulent naturaliza
! tions. Under the new law, "Minor's
papers.' can no longer be assured, but
he is placed on the same footing as
the adult and must wait two 'years
before papers can issue. He must
also be vouched for by two men who
, have known 'him instead of one as
!heretofore, and he is required to
•
Music hall. With a zeal that could
not be restrained the delegates gave j
an impetus to the movement by vol- j
unteering eubscripticin% $23.13oo.
It was Susan B. Anthony memorial l
day at the convention yesterday, Feb-
ruary is being the birthday of the ,  
great suffragist. Miss Anthony's death •
occurred since the last annual meet
ing of the association and it was the
first opportunity for tributes to be
paid to her in a national gathering
of the organization of which she was
a founder. Throughout the day the ;
programme was especially devoted te
extolling her work.
Plan Memorial to Leader,
 
Inteeest centered yesterday on the
establishment of a memorial to per-
petuate the memory of Miss Anthony.
The women were unaimous in their
desire to commemorate her life and
the report of the national executive
committee, which has the matter
under vdvisetne nt. expeetnatly
awaited.
Instead of' erecting a building or a
monument in her honor the commit-
tee recommended that the form of the
memorial be that of a fund to he
called "Susan B. Anthony woman suf-
frage fund." The plan met with the
enthusiastic approval of the conven-
tion and the undertaking was formally
inaugurated at the afternoon session.
Both the interest .and principal of
-the nroo,000 which will be the amount
of the fund will he expended- as fast
as needed its furtherin.g the cause of
the suffragists. A peNd of two years
will be allowed for scyciiring the full
amottut.
not be capable of exercising the right "Do vos! aleveys leave earls when
to vote intelligently. As a matter 01 yeti callr' "No, sometimes I leave
fast the foreign-born women tuke an embrella."—Judge.
Matta, Efingera Co.
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_Embalmers.
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CAMPBtll BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just corepLeted, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room. One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchett Sink and Water. Located on
lot e0xi6o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED,
See L. D. Sanders. Office eitt Soeth Sixth. Phone 76 s
__•
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...PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating,
Phone 133. 220 N. lhird
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Paducah Transfer Companytti (I.Porlits4)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FSEIGHT, MACHIN.
MY AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD1B,
OFFICE SECOND AND 11014 ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D•I'FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Snitings Call on
IC C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER 81.
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good idurnbi ng means
good health ind this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures he'ps to keep the doctor out
of your house. ".Slasodspe Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixturca aft e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their n.
If you intend making bath room im-
provemerhs, iet us show you samples ot
this famous ware. We guarantee gOod
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your }ob.
E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones 101 132 St. 4th.,
meet
•
TITh kLub tit
PUBLISHED BY THE
, REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
1kt Register Buildiag, see Broadway
IAMEn:Ei WILHELM,
30HterWIAttiELbt,
ROBERT rWILHELM.
President
Treasurer
Secretary
Entered, at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah. is second-class mail matter
One. Ynar.
Rix Months, 
Three,'Wenths
One weeltr 
"—
$5.00
2.30
1.25
.10
Anyongoluing to receive this paper
regulael Id report the matter to
The Reginter Office at once. Tele-
phone CuStheziand
Thursday Mcrning, Febnsary sz, itpe.
• While the Conner-Journal expects 
toyer the whole state in its search
for specimens of the beautiful and
I
. *Mime, we sect willing to defend
entusky's chills and not. leave the
tee* Paducah to find our entries
. hc;ririll successfully defend Ken-
tucky against the world. For every
Ityle, lope or character of beauty
*.
r lovelitiess to be found the world
.1:nee we can produce its match right
re in Paducah, but just a little bit
saio men vote and where 512 school
chiPdren are compelled to grow up
without the most ordinary bathing
sccommodations."
Why Not Substitute Juror?
(New York World.)
The illness of a single member of a
pre ;faits a trial: the death or in-
capacity of a juror blocks it and
wastea all the labor and cost of it to
both sides. This need not be the
case. It would be easy to amend the
law so that in a case which is likely
to be long continued two supplement-
ary jurors might be chosen in addi-
tion to the twelve. They could be
sworn like the twelve and like them
could listen to all the testimony. In
case of need one of them could be
iubstituted for one of the original
jurors and the case go on. Such an
arrangement would. not prentdice the
case of any litigant. It would often
save a mistrial.
A Dangerous Measure.
(Nashville Banner.)
A large number of the cities of the
United States arc grappling with the
question of how to compel public ser-
vice corporations, such as telephone,
telegraph, street railways and others,
to pay in some form or other ade-
quate compensation to these cities
for the vast privileges given to them
years ago. The fight is on almost
everywhere, and is being made with
more or less success in quite a num- Former Treasurer Falls Into Hands
her of these cities, 1 of Sharpers, Losing Thousands.
Notwithstanding this patent fact. so!
well known and so full of fofte and
meaning to the municipalities of Test-
neesee, the passage of the Talbert
bin, if it shall become a law, will not
only practically ratify and coefinin
the franchise privileges of the other
corporations without adeqtrate com-
pensation to the cities but give to all
 ANNIMMENIV 
pends largely on the point of view."
From his point of view they are 9qt.
From that of the public they are. But
most men arc willing to condone the
stock watering offenses of the past,
providad they are not repeated. There
is no assurance that they will not be
repeated if the roads remain in the
hands of unscrupulous eminent finan-
ciers, who use them for speculative
purposes. That is why legislation to
prevent stock watering is so much
needed.
That such legislation would he hurt
ful to the roads—would make it
harder for them to raise money when
they need it in order to handle the
increasing volume of traffic—cannot
be admitted. One trouble with Mr.
Shonts is that lie is not an impartial
observer. lie sees the subject exclu-
sively from the point of view of the
veteran railroad manager. fit cannot
rid himself of. the notion that if the
railroads arc not allowed to have
everything pretty much their own
way the consequences will be disas-
trous. But the disasters which have
visited the American railroads in the
past have not been due to legislative
interference. They have been largely
due to the reckless methods and lack
of foresight of the men who con-
trolled the roads. The restraints of
salutary legislation cannot be harm-
ful.
WILLIAM WALKER VICTIM
OF WIRE TAPPERS.
perior to at specimens found else- other companies that may desire to
here. enter these cities and towns the nest
es to do so, without adequate compensa-
New York, Feb. 19.—The potice
have investigated a repcirt that Wm.
F. Walker, the missing treasurer of
the New Britain, Conn., Savings
hank, lost more than noso.000 of the
bank's funds in tens city as a -victim
of skilled 'workers of the wire—tap-
prig game. This report is so the
effect that one of the two men who
operated the game discovered lest
(October that nn'alker had suffered
es. tion and without the consent of the losses through his ventures in stock
mayor and city council, or the people. epeculation. The pretended wire-
The full scope of this dangerous bill tapper than went to New Britain and
is seemingly not appreciated. While unfolded to Walker, it is said, the us-
es introduction seems to have bee* nit scheme of tapping the race wires
inspire! by A desire to enable the to get thc name of the winning horse
Home Telephone company to enter avid then beating the pool rooms by
Nashville, it does not stop there. It betting on the horse before the pool'
is of such a sweeping nature that it room received the name of the win-
will allow not only the Home Tele- ner. It is said 1Valker came to New
phone company, but every other tele-
phone conipany that may he organ-
izetl, to not only enter Nashville, bet
go into every other city and town of
the state without the consent of the
people. If the act had been intended
to give the people of Tennesseecouncil.
healthOil competition, as has been
Clal Me d. the bill would have contained
• The Louisville Courier-Journal is a provision requiring these companies
engaged in a beauty quest, and is seeking an entrance into the cities
under the act to give good and suffi-eoliciting photographs of Kentucky
cient bonds to maintain the independ-beauties to be used in disproving the crier ca these lines. But that was
foolish claim of Chicago or some evidently not intended, since there is
other crazy place that Kentucky is no such requirement in the act, nor
any other form of provision whichno longer entitlled to the name of
will vtuchsafe to the people the bene-
"A. state uith The most beautiful 
eneding to the report. but cm ehetits oi competition. adjournment is possible. Barker waswomen." Why, instead of' our claim in his seat in the house only a fewnext trial lost $260,000, including his
he People And• the Railroad& 
winnings.. The swindlers then disap- days ago and is very probable thatof having the most beautiful women Tbeing lessened in the slightest de- peared. !the other members will become
id A tax-past' et.Lonisville proposes
test the law prohibiting members
I the general council from selling
nathe city aupplies or in any way being
interested in busine Si transactions
::11 the city. A committee recom-
mends lie payment of a bill in which
a firm is spid to be interested, a
memier of which is a councilman,
and an injunction will be asked to
stop payment of the bill. As the
charter reads, a man who desires to
husine-s with a city cannot hold
a seat in the general
that needs bath tubs that it would be ever they have visited the president itin the Smoky City, but according to has been for the pm-nose of askine
aim to refrain from sabot they calleda New York paper there is one ward;
"unfriendly" legislation, which thein Pittsburg where the people would
t public has regarded as salutary legis-hardly know a bath tail) if they saw'
one. It says:
"Pittsburg ateliorities have taken a
sus of the bathtubs in that city
1 that there are only eight in and tha agitator and demagogue havethesore thirty-fourth ward. That been disarmed.
*Timumnill district, running west • Mr. Shonts says the questionour c econ street from the Point whet:, r the ontstandinfr seeurities of'Men tete $2.5oo people live, where ;lie railroads are watered or not tato-
- lip to I•
:rtIttstrY
asheit c
gree, it is today by far more indis- (Chicago Tribune Editorial.)
potable than ever before. With Mr. Shonts, being practically out 01ail
the canal commission and the govern -due respect for the beauties of the
rnent service, feels at liberty to makepast generation who have shed iuster a plea for the distressed railroads of
'In the fame of Kentucky, we desire the country. They need money, he
to say that in the present day we says, to make necessary extension;
anl improvements, which should havehave more perfect 'types of beautiful
women than in any period of . the been done before this, but find it al-
most impossible to get money becausestate's history. J of tee alleged inflamed state of the
public mind. The small investor holds•
Discipline k good
 
is far as ii vr,„ 'aloof. Perhaps he is discouraged.
though Mr. Shonts does not suggestbut like every thing good, too much that, by the ruling 'high prices foris worse than not enough. And we railroad securities. It may also be,
indorse the sentiments of the Chicago though Mr. Shonts does not mention
it. that at this prosperous period theahronicle on the question that arose
in the Wisconsin schools where dis- demand for money is so great as to
explain the liability of the railroads,cipline of too drastic a character was which arc suddenly asking for a great
applied to sonic of the pupils. That deal, to get with case what they want.
Paper says: I Mr. Shonts cries, "Let us have
' "Public school discipline is a tier_ peace." Ile would have the "eminent
financiers and captains of industry co-lons Matter in Wisconsin. A num-
operate with the president to bringIber ea' gale svere ex:re:bat "from tae'
about better corporate practices."eshipnera • tans Met! scanol act-
W The a harmless piece of doggerel financiers and captains. 'having
verse on the school routine, and acquired great wealth through prac-
though their fathers took the case. (ices which Mr. Shonts kays were
into court the judge refused to co legally right but morally wrong, arern-
to agree on their own behalf and thatpel the school principal to restore
othem. The enormity of their offense f their successors to abandon prac-
tices which they no longer need. Mr.may be judged by the first stanza of 
Shonts has a lively imagination.their "poem," which v.-as as follows:
. can see in his mind's eyes Mr. Ryan
"Sit gazing strictly ita the front Mn, Rogers. Mr. Morgan and other
Until the teacher says "Stand,"
And then with dignity arise
And march to the brass band.
"Susli teachers and- judges ought
to be put to making shoes or cracking
gstone instead of teaching 'children." zcns sayin to the president, "We
will uphbld your hands not merely in
enforcing existing laws, but in asking
From all reports about Pittsburg such others as are necessary to pre-
eing a dirty city, one would suppose vent wrongdoing." The public has
thet if there is a spot in America heard from them no expressions of
sorrow for their past offenses. When
eminent camels sittine - down with
Mr. Roosevelt and elaborating re-
formed and purified methods of cor-
porate management.
The unimaginative man cannot, like
Mr. Shonts, hear these eminent citi-
lation. If they 'bad accepted cheer-
fully the laws devised to put an end
to objectionable corporate practicei,
popular feeling would have subsided
•
York with the man and was taken to
a corn-doe in the Western Union
banding and there introduced to an
associate of the tapper, who pretend-
A Home Song.
I tamed an ancient poet's books
And iound upon the page;
."Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage."
Yes, that is true, and something more:
You'll find wher'er you roam,
That marble floors and gilded walls
Can never make a home.
Bat every house where Love abides
And Friendship is a guest,
Is surety home, and homeasweet home
For there the heart can rest.
—Henry Van Dyke. in Country Life.
Frnaks of the Mississippi.
A humorist has said that "the Mis-
sissippi river is so crooked in places
that a steamer going south has been
known to meet itself corning north,
give passing signals, and narrowly es-
cape a collision with itself.' Because
manhas never been able to make the
Mississippi obedient and content to
stay in one particular channel, many
interesting geographical situations
have arisen. There are inniunerable
old channels threading back and forth
through the lowlands, and whenever
there is an overflow, or a particularly
heavy freshet, the river is quite liable
to %ander off down one of these old
channels leave some shipping point
high and dry. The town of Delta
used to be three miles below Vicks-
burg, but a cut-off changed things so
it is now two miles above that point.
Another little place called Blue's
Point was formerly located in Missis-
sippi, but one spring, when times
were dull and the nver needed a di-
version, it changed its channel and
transformed to wander off down one
of these old channels. If the big
river had taken such a tivisit between
Missouri and Illinois before the war,
it could have removed slaves from
cue state to another and thus set
them free.
Another pastime in uhich the river
indulges is island building. A snag in
the river, the wreck of an old boat, or
a submerged tree is all that is needed
for a loans/anon for the brush and
silt to settle upon. Chicken island,
near %found City. Ark, and just
above Memphis, Tenn.. was caused
by the sinking of the Sultana, a union
transport. which exploded in mid-
stream while catvying troops home
from the civil war. All islands formed
in midstream are government prop-
erty until some squatter takes pos-
session. Should the island build to-
ward the mainland and connect, it is
romptly claimed by the fariner own-
ing the shore, and a scrip always fol.
lows.—Waterways Journal.
en to be employed by. the Western
MISSOURI SOLON HASUnion and able to withhold reports
of the races from the pool regime. 1 SMALLPDX; CITY ALARMED
—As a result %Volker is said to have L.egislators May Ali Be Vaccinated;teen taken to a pretended pool 100113 Talk of Early AdjournmentIwhere he and the two conspirators
—
acting as (his agent; bet and lost Jefferson City. Ifo, Feb. ao.—Rep-
nito,000. Walker was coroinccd by resentative' J. T. Barker, of Maconthe conspirators that the lots was county, was taken to the county Ito--
cite to hie own mistake in taking the pits1 today and the report is being
name of the winning horse, and 14 circulated that he is afflicted with theisaid to have consented to try t again. striallpox. The members of the legis-
He was allowed to win $30.00o. le- lature are frightened and an early
MORE THAN ONE
i MILLION GRANTED.
. 
--
Statistics Bearing on Marriage and
Divorce iu United States.
I 
—
Chicago, Feb. 19.—A dispatch to
, the Trtbune from Washington says:
Preliminary estimates made by the
nureau of Census as a result of the
investigation of marriage and divorce
statistics, which began last summer,
indicates that the number of applica-
tions for divorce filed throughout the
United States dining the twenty year
period from 1887 to too6, will reach
the enormous total of 1,400,000. It
is estimated that three-fourths of the
applications 'nave been granted, so
that the statistic, when compiled will
show that in the period stated more
than one million divorces have been
allowed.
On taeir face the figures incl7ca:c
a stupendous increase, but when the
ratio they bear to the population is
considered, it is not so great, though
still large enough to warrant the ser-
ious consideration of the American
people.
Milking By Machine.
Must the milkmaid follow the spin-
ning wheel girl into oblivion or be re-
membered only in the comic-opera
chorus?
Prof. C. B. Lane, of the United
States bureau of animal industry,
doubtless thinks so. He has been
testing a machine whose operator can
milk two cows at once and save a, lot
of time. It costs at,0000 to equip a
dairy of too cows with eight milking
machines and a four horse-power en-
gine to provide suction.
The milk is cleaner, according to
Bacteriologist Stocking, of the Con-
necticut Agricultural college. Says he
in a recent government bulletin:
"fp spite of the extremely high
total number of bacteria in the ma-
afflicted if his ailment proves to be
the dreaded disease. Senator Mc-
Allister of Monroe county voiced the
' sentiments of other members, wheni
he dec:arcil that steps should be im-
mediately taken to ascertain the ex-
tent of the disease in the capital city.
It is currently reported that there arc
fifty other cases of smallpox in Jeffer-
son City. The members of the city
board of health appeared before the
house and senate this afternoon and
;urged that all members be racinate.1
I WITH THE AILING.Mr, E. Rehkonf Continues Very Low
At His Home—Sick and Injured.
Mr. F. Rehkopf continues precar-
iously ill at his home on Washington
street.
Charley Scott, the is-year-old son
of the tamale man, fell while roller
skating in front of Thompson's stable
on South Third yesterday, and a
horse coming out of the place stepped
on the lad's leg, which was badly
mashed and a deep gash cut, ,
Eula. the two-year-old girl of Mr.
and Mrs. Waiter Ejaeland of R20
adams street, yesterday morning
swallowed a small brass knob taken
from a bed, and .as emetics fail to
cause her to vomit up the knob an
operation may prove necessary.
Mrs. D. F. Houseman is very ill
of general debility at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. M. N. Clark of
720 Goebel avenue.
Mrs. Perkins is ill at the hone of
her daughter, Mrs. Linneas Orme of
North Seventh. Mr.' Orme is ailing
with la grippe.
ONE ON CRUTCHES,
THE OTHER SNEEZING,
CLAIM THEIR BRIDES
Ida Grove, Ia., Feb. 20.—A broken
leg and a serious case of the grip
did not deter two Ida Grove bride-
grooms from keeping their engage-
shine-drawn milk, the number of ments at the marriage altar.
liquefying organisms is in nearly 1 Otto Brockman, Who a few week;
every case very much smaller than in ago was thrown out in a runaway and
the Corresponding hand-drawn milk. sustained a broken lee:, went on
It is this group which contains putre- I crutches to marry Miss Mary Oechsle.
fits-live organisms which get into milk Both arc well known here.
orincipally from stable filth, and hese I Herbert Easton Iiirose from his bed
DEMOCRATS ARE ANNOUNCISAINT S.Icity 
 jWe are authorized tovannounce IV
URGED 
joecf tJotoe Ath.ePuremhaoeseaft toes pcirity_jailer c ndidacy sub
Inary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
"HUNDREDS OF DEMOCRATS"
URGE MR. DICK DAVIS TO
RUN FOR MAYOR.
'Progressive Democrats" Hold Meet-
ing and Decide Attorney Frank
Lucas is City Attorney
Timber.
lion. Richard Davis:
Realizing the time is propitious for
a progressive and reliable man to of-
fer hlmself for the exalted position of
mayor .of this city, and ktiowing your
past record evidences a strong man
el this excellent quality, we urge that
you permit us to use your name in
connection with the democratic nomi-
nation for that high position. The
strong support you have always had
in your successful races for public
office show the great confidence the
people have in your ability, and we
acsire to call upon you to enter the
race for mayor, pkieging you the in-
fluence and support of the necessary
majority .10 everted.
HUNDREDS OF DEMOCR.hTS
Call For Mr. Loess.
.1t a meeting of one hundred
friends Tuesday evening the enthusi-
astic gathering decided that the
proper person to serve this city the
next term as city attorney was At-
terney Frank Lucas. and we urge you
to enter the race for this place of
public trust, which is any of impor-
tance. We all know you to be an
all round good fellow, a man of gen-
ius and recognized legal ability who
stand, well in your profession. and
one of the best known young at-
torneys of the state. The leading
sontion you hate taken with the
local bar proves to us sou would
acne the people well should they
threst the responsibility of this of.
fire on you, therefore we desire to re-
quest your entrance into the race.
eromieing a strong and influential
suoport suifickat to win.
PROGRESSIVE DE.MOCR.OTS.
THE UNWRITTEN LAW
OF THE DESERT.
Doeirlas, Ariz.. Feb fl—One man
was killed and another wounded over
a center') of water, and a desert jury
eels1 the survivors notified for their
part in the shooting.
Bill and Lynn laespain. prospecting
for placer gold iii the C•iloratio des-
ert. became lost in the trackless
-earl, of ',ands. In their %rendering'
they came, half-crazed from thirst, up
on a well beside the adobe but of Ar-
teur
.
 
Jones, a grizzled hermit of the
aihte.
The Dospains became nearly frantie
'.nth joy, for Bear's well, the neat
watering place, was a hard day's ride
dream But when they asked to fill
a canteen, Jones refused.
The prospectors began to (new
oater from the well anyway. when
Jones opened fire on them from the
door of his abode. Bill Despain fell
with a bullet in his hip.
before Jones could fire again. Lynn
Dennis had shot him dead. Then
Despain dragged his brother into the
hut and went for help. Bill Despain
will recover.
Neither prospector w.is arrested.
[(riding the decision of the coroner's
niy exonerating them.
Area of the United States.
-What constitutes the area of the
United States?" would seem to the
ordinary layman a simple question;
but according to a bulletin recently
issued by the United States geologi-
cal survey. of Which Henry Gannett
is the author, it is quite the reverse.
The bulletin represents the result of
conference and co-operation of the
land office, census bureau and geologi-
cal survey in an effort to agree on
what constitutes "the area of the
United States." The absence of a
standard of measurement for deter-
mining the area led to a discrepancy
between the tables of the census bu-
reau made in 1887 and those of the
general land office prepared in 1899.
The' result of the co-operation of the
departments is.that the area of the
United States proper. which is given
as 3,026.789 square miles, has been in-
creased over the census figures by
r.188 square miles. The bulletin gives
the a•ea of Alaska as 590034: the
Philippines. 115,026; Hawaii, 6,449:
Porto Rico, 3435; GU:1111, 210; S211102.
77, and the Panama Canal strip, 474
square miles. All of the detached ter-
ritSry is subiect to change as the
limits become more correctly defined.
Senator Knox, it is believed, sub-
scribes regularly to more magazines,
newspapers and other periodicals than
any other man in public life. He re-
ceives through time mails every month
every popular monthly magazine pub-
lished in the United States and re-
ceives daily most of thc newspapers
of Pittalotra and' Philadelphia. besides
the morning papers of Washington
and some of those of New York andorganisms, producing putrefactive fer against his doctor's orders and Was Baltimore
mentations in the milk, are believed married to Miss Ida Miller, daughter
to cause serious dig,e-tive troubles of Mi. and Mrs. Porn.; Miller, protni- ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTEReqh childree " , _ tient residents of this place. AND GET RESULTS. ,•••• 
.
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We are authorized to annoitnce ttia
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read fir
city jailer, subject to the Democratie
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pre
inary to be held Thursday, Ma) a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Ilyinarsh for city
jailer, febject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May _A
1907.
City Treasurer.
'We are authorized to announce the.
candidacy of William Kraus for cis,
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thuratloy, May 2,
59;a7.
City Clerk.
We ..are authorized to atmouncg
City Clerk Heavy Bailey is.a candi-
date for re-election to the (Ake of.
city clerk eubject to the Democratic
Primary to he held TbarAday. May 2,
1907.
City kar.
We are authorised to anntarice W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for ((-
election to the arum of city assessor.
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May a. 1907
Clay Ammer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Wilier, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thirreley
May z. Igoe.
Assiguse's Ws.
In persuanee of an ortirr of the
McCracken county court mane en
Febraury it, tom I will on Fridas
February 22, 1007, it the COMICS' t):
Eleventh and Jackson streets, in tho
coy of Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest and best bidder on a credit re
three months, all of the stock of
drugs and fixtures of Dr. R. 0. Broad
way. The purchaser may pay cash
for said property, if they desire
CECIL REF!).
Assignee Dr. R. 0. Broadway
BOWLING GREEN WOMAN
PRESIDES AT JAMESTOWN
Norfolk, Va. Feb. xe—The neo.•
beautiful woman of Kentuclo. who
sliaa represent the commonwealth as
hostess of the state builditio at eh.
Jamestown raposigo.i, dots at Lao
been namen by the commission. Ste
is Mo.. Cora Pace Petrie, of Bovrhng
Green. Ststely. handsome. gracious.
pleasing 'in manner, natural nr bear•
usg—these art sonic of the attrbutee
r-. in he-. Shen* a widow, tie
incumbered, and has been 11.0 for it
years. Though her hair is premater,
ly gray, it is said, this does not di-
tract from its comeliness..
Mrs Petrie conies of Virginia stork.
Ore of her ancestors was the savior
nj the Jamestown colony from a mas-
sacre by Indians according to the
story told in Lyon Tyler Gardners
"Cradle of the Republic" anon Rich-
aro Pace
CLAIM NOTICE.
nfeCracken circuit court—George
Rawleigh, executor of Milton U. In-
gram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George O.
Ingram and others, defendants.
• Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master- commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take proof of assets and liabilides of
the estate of Milton If. Ingram, de-
Ceased, and all 'persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly cerify and file the same, be
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the tsth day of April, Inoe, or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the asset'
in the hands of the executor of sakl
estate unadministered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through this suit.
And it is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister as required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 16th day of Feb-
ruary 1907.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. I1AY, D. C.
Counties' Wealth.
Crittenden county has an assessed
valuation for the year 1906,01 $2,38oa
486. They have no road tax, apt
they only have a weight of 14 _cents.
on the $10o worth of properly for
their county taws. They have a
road tax of 25 cents on the hundred
dollars. This is one of the
-best little
counties in the state, is out of debt,
has good roads, and a very low rate
of taxation.
The total rateacf taxation in Graves
county is 67 cents and in Carlisle
cents. (This county 'has 413 doge up-
on which to pay taxes.—Ex.
"Is that next-door neighbor • in
your flat still learning to play the
cornet?" "No; he's just practicing."
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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Closing Out, Sale
NOW IN PROGRESS
Did you know how good a Panama
Skirt you could get for $5.00 at
317 Broadway. - Exclusive Ready- to-Weox
During their closing out sale? We have all sizes
and colors. The shades are brown, black and
blue. They are worth ?en Dollars.
FINED HALL
DRUG HOUSE
'7077—•"°'
PENALTY OF Ilso FIXED FOR COLEMAN EWELL FOUND HIS
SELLING COCAINE TO MULES AND HORSE DOWN
CITIrrOVERIL • NEAR MAYFIELD.
ANIMALS WERE
NOT STOLEN
IVan Bankhead. Coloted, Dismiaoed of Hal' Drug Firm Appealed Warrantthe Charge of Carrying Con- Where it Was Fined Sao—
&waled Weapons. Police Dishiness.
• 'The John Hall drug store if Fifth
and Jones streets was fined lso and
C. IAIS yesterday morning in the police
inert on the charge of selling cm
tante without a prescription to dif-
ferent people. The gang engaging
in the general fight on the alley near
Huabassele between Fifth and Sixth,
claimed they bought thc drug at the
eistsbilshir.ent several time,.
Levi Calhoun. colored, Was br:d
etre ti the circuit court grand jury
•ta• the charge of stealing the horse
and bugity from the matt named now-
t-it down in die Maxon's Mill secnon
of the county Calhottri's bond was
fixed at &too, and being unable to
give it, ho we to jail. The outfit
was recovered here in the city in jef-
feaon street
F. Larbon was f.ned St and eost•
for being drunk
The court thainiseed the warrant
hat-gime Van Bankhead with carry-
deadiy weapon concealed
Thera's a Differetsce.
Preaislent Rootevelt has raised a
towns of protest because he is about
to appoint a negro collector of cus-
tainta at C•ncomati. at a salary of
gagtoo a year. This is son Nick'. con-
"srepsonal distPict, too, and Nick and
Alice stay they will not stand for it.
Senator For:ker, chief fuglensan for
the Ethiopian., is also wrathy They
can now probably understand how it
feats to lire in Indianola. Misa.. or
Brownss'ille. T-exas.—Obion (Tenn.)
ritterprise.
i - United States Stamps.1,14
The government of the United
• States has decided to give up printing
its akistage sumps. The Bureau of
aviecand Printing in Washing-
tots has done the work since tdiat .3
loss which has amounted.
• to c siderable cach year and hass
/ been -nade up by deficiency appropri-
/ ationS by congress. The American
Bank Vote Company has now secured
the contract, and its work will be
done in the tame manner as that
vibich this company-tinned out before
ifins. The main feature of the new
printing will be the ,engraving npon
the stImpl tkonfelves of the names
of twent-aix Postoecet in the United
States which do the largest business.
There r.re six thousand smaller offices,
and the stamns of these will have
'their rivets printed upon them. This
is dcine :n order to prevent postoffice
robbeeies. as it will be impossible to
dispose of any Large number of
stamps with the name of the officeI
nrintt d upon them after a reslibery has
been trimmitted. An interesting field
for collection is opened by this ac-
tion on the eart of our government.
The attempt to gather a collection of
stamot issued from every different
postoffice in a state or in the United
State; may be made, and in many
cases will undoubtedly be auccessfully
aectatrglished. This form of stamp
collecting will naturally take the place
of postmark collecting, and in many
ways is likely to be more interesting
and instructive, as it wit be the step-
ping-atone to the general collection
of the -Stamps of the world.—From
"Stamp Page" in St. Nicholas.
k
Representative James yesterday in-
troduced bill-a authorizing the Cairo
and- Tennessee railroad to .construct
bridges a,Crore Cumberland 'river be-
tween - Stewart county. ogsignessee,.. . Stityvesant Fish! "The egiattat
Rod Lyon county, Ky.,. anti across the no Innger between those who have
and those wilt° have not, but betweenTennessee ArVer iaetgween Callowat•
those, cn the one hand, who haveand llaishall connty. ,Kentucky.
moderately and, on the other, those
who through: ftlie Use of trust
"Take 01)1 seat, madam.- "I thank
you, sir, hut I get off here , too . funds and the power incident thereto
Chicago Tribune. 
.--
seek be nuestionable practices to have
.•/ excessively."
. . _ .
Coleman Ewell, of the Maxon Mill
neighborhood in the. county, tele-
;honed Chief Collins yesterday mora-
ine that the former had recovered
Ida two mules anal one buret down
near •Mayfield, and taken them back
home, Ewell thotight they hod been
stolen from his barn and notified
the Paducah department to keep a
lookout for them, bat they prove to
.haie simply gotten out of the stable
anal andercti av.ay.
Rambling Horse Owner.
_I,- Woods, colored. was arrested
la•t night on the warrant charging
I him with allowing his horse to roam
the streets at large. He was recog-
tired for his appearance before po-
lice cart this morning.
Took an Appeal.
Yesterday afternoon the Hall drug
Rim of Fifth and Jones notified
judge Cross they would appeal to the
circuit court the case wherein the
golice court judge fined the firm $so
an.t costs yesterday morning for sell-
ing cocaine to parties nithout a pre-
et/Spoon.
Housebreakers Scared.
11e fore daslight yesterday morning
Officer. Jack Sanders and James
Clark were patrolling their beats, and
when at Eighth and Jones streets
noticed a negro trying to break into
licnry Foreman') grocery'. They
started for him, but the darkey ran
and escaped up the alley, having elud-
ed the bullet sent after him by Pa-
trolman Sanders. Shortly afterwards
while out about Eleventh and Cald-
well these poPice heard some pound-
ing, and discovered thieves had tried
to break in the door of Jimmie
.‘aard'a saloon. hut failed, eacaping
Isadore the officials arrived on the
scene.
Mayfield Officers Wrong.
Detectise T. J Moore returned
from the south sestet-day, anal w-hile
Ha train lay at the Mayfield depot
the officers there told him the Padu-
cah police had captured the man and
woman who murdered the stranger
Doyle and fired the Parker hotel
at Mayfield several Sundays ago.
The Mayfield officers were wrong, as
nobody has been arrested iere for
that offense.
DEMOCRATIC COMMIZTEEe
•tr
Meeting Mitrch a Will Decide Prim-
ary Date for Legislator—Conn
Linn Nominated.
-
The county democratic' committee
has been called to meet at 2 o'clock
the afternoon of March 2, M the
county courthouse, for purpose of
selecting the date for the primary at
which will be named the party
ELABORATE WEDDING OF
FORMER PADUCAH GIRL
MISS AGNES HUTSON AND MR. HORRANCE N. MITCHELL
WERE UNITED AT MACON, GA.. FEBRUARY r.t. IN PRES-
ENCE OF FASHIONABLE ASSEMBLAGE OF FRIENDS—
MISS LETITIA DALLAM POWELL OF PADUCAH. AND DR.
WILLIAM WANDO FITZPATRICK OF PARIS, TEXAS, MARY
TODAY—MISS MINNIE SANDERS AND MR. THOMAS J.
LLOYD WERE UNITED BY CAIRO DIVINE--NEWS OF THE
SOCIAL WORLD.
Miss Agnes Hutson and Mr. Ilor-
ranee N. Mitchell were married Feb-
ruary Ls at Macon, Ga., the home city
of the bride, who is a beautiful and
cultured young lady that resided in
Paducah until several years ago, her
father teing the late M. M. Hutson,
the prominent drug drummer during
life who moved from here to Macon.
The accomplished bride is a niece of
Colonel William A. Wickliffe of The
Register. Speaking of the nuphals,
the Macon Telegram states:
Pretty Morning Wedding.
1 "The marriage of Miss Agnes Hut-
son and Mr. Iforrance N. Mitchell oc-
curred at a pretty morning wedding
on Thursday, February the 54th, at
the Vinevillc Baptist church, at to
o'clock.
"The church, which was filled with
interested friends, was beautifully
decorated about the altar. Luxuriant
ferns were massed at the base of the
tall palms, rising high in a semi-cir-
cular form, and at either side of these
was a pretty arrangement of natural
orange blossoms and asparagus fern.
The white ribbons marking pews re-
served foe the family and special
friends, were caught with clusters of
the orange blossoms and fern.
"Awaiting the arrival of the bridal
party Miss Lurlyne Fulghum rendered
a violin solo. "Vision." with piano
accomp:.nitnent by Miss Leonora
Mks, and just as the bridal party
arrived, and entered the church Men-
deltsohns wedding march was ren-
dered beautifully oil both instru-
ments.
"The miters came in first, Mr. A.
E. Witty, Me. Jesse Mitchell and Mr.
Robert Halliburton, then the bride,
with her maid of honor, Miss Juliette
lintson.
"The groom, with his beet man.
Mr. Thomas lialliburton, came in a
the side entrance, meeting them at
the altar, where the officiating minis-
ter. Res. William II Rich, awaited
them.
"In a beautifully impressive cere-
mony he united the two, making them
husband and wife, with the soft notes
of :he violin in. Schubert's Serenade
.4S an accompaniment.
"The bride wore a very becoming
going-away gown, of sage green cloth.
1 a tailored eton suit, worn with a
pretty waist of cream lace. A hat
of green braid to match the gown,
trimmed in taffeta and crush roses.
and long green gloves completed the
toilette. She carried a bouquet of
bride roses and fern with white tulle
streamers.
"The maid of honor wore a stylish
cream cton suit. with a waist of soft
cream colored silk. A white hat with
long plumes and touches of green
was worn with this, and she carried
a bouiatw-t of bridesmaid roses, tied
with pink tulle.
'Mendelssohn's March was again
rendered as the bridal parts- andguests retired from the church.
"The bride t ma groom left immetli-
:tidy afterward for Jacksonville. They
will spend sometime there, and also
at Sa. Augustine, and other Floridapoints before going on to their desti-
nation at Fivay, Fla., on the Gulf
coast, where they will make theirhome and where the groom has largebusiness interests.
"The bride anti groom both have
many warm friends in Macon, who
regret that they are not to make this
city their home.
"On Tuesday afternoon Mrs.
Eugena Sanford entertained at apretty farewell tea in honor of thebride, at which a number of heryoung women friends were guests and
a very delightful hour was spent withthe hostess and bride."
Powell
-Fitzpatrick.
A ripple of delightful surprise willthrill the many friends of the con-tracting pair to learn that Miss LetitiaDallam Powell of this city and Dr.William Wando Fitzpatrick of Paris,
Texas, will be united in marriagethis morning at 8:3o o'clock at the
reskienze of Rev. Father Jansen ofSt. Frances de Saks, and immediately
thereafter leave for their future homein Paris, by way of St. Louis. Close
friends have been expecting the an-
nominee for repcsrentative to the rouncement for the nuptials, which
state legislature from this county. were originally set for April. but the
State Senator Conn Linn.of Mur- groom arrived here Sunday and
ray, being the only entry to succeed. pressed his suit to the extent that
the date was .14,vanced to today, ;nilhimself the state senate from the
third district, will' be. declared the
nominee tomorrow when that district
democratic committee meets at E d dy
ville. The agteement was that if Onls
one candidate entered by February 2 r'
he would be 'declared the nominee
Trigg, Lyon, Livingston and Calk
way counties comprise this district.
4 -.-
4,4
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this will charmingly delight the
Paducah friends to whom a nice sur-
prise is accorded.
The bride is a Paducah girl, ex-
ceedingly popular and member of one
of the city's most prominent families,
being the daughter of the late W. W
Powell and granddaughter of the late
Dr. Leweilyn Powell, one of Ken-
tucky's eminent medical men during
life at Louisville. Very bright, a
graduate of the Paducah schools with
high honors, blessed with an attrac-
tive beauty, and winsome ways, the
young lady is a gracious creature ad-
mired by everybody, and the younger
social circles suffer regretable loss
at her departure.
Dr. Fitzpatrick is one of Paris'
leading young physicians, as although
young, he has evidenced his deeplearning and thorough knowledge of
medicine by taking first rank among
the medical men of that Southern city.
He is a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania, Notre Dame college,
and also the University of Texas,
while his profession engaged his ser-
vices for quite a while in the Bellevue
hospital at New Ysrk.
The charming bride spent last win-
ter with her aunt. Mrs. John Martin
of Paris, and there sprang up the
preLty catirtship which results in con-
summation of the unica. The nup-
tials will he a quiet one attended by
only the relatives and a few friends.
Sambrrs-Lloyd.
Nliss Minnie Sanders and Thomas
J. Lloyd furnished their many friends
with happy news yesterday on an-
nouneng that they went to Cairo
the day before and were married at
the residence of Rev. A. S. Buchanan.
the Presbyterian minister of the
Egyptian city. The happy pair then
returned and are now at home to
their friends at Roo Clark street. Miss
Vain] Hughes and !ifr. Gilbert Whit-
man accompanied the contracting pair
on their joyful mission.
The dainty bride is the attractive
hittk lack• who has been connected
with the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee
company on Broadway Near Fourth
street. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mr. James W. Sanders of Clark
neap Ei.istLj street.
Mr a• Lloyd is the sterling and
Kehler esteemed attache of the Wal-
'erwein clothing store, and a most
re.cellent young man of hundreds of
friends, lie was formerly connected
with she I. C. railroad and resided on
Kentucky avenue near Thirteenth
street.
Colonial Tea.
Quite an elaihorate affair will be
the "Colonial Tea" for this evening
by the ladies of (he Kentucky avenue
Presbyta:ian church, the hours for
receiving being from 8 .until It
o'clock, and a cordial invitation is ex-
tended the public to attend. A fine
program will be rendered, and during
the evening delicious refreshments
will be served by the ladies, who are
to be garbed in the style of colonial
days
The Kalesophic.
'Miss Elizabeth Sinnott 6;
Ninth street has the Kaletophic club
to meet with her tomorrow -morning
at their home.
The Woman's Club.
- At z:so o'clock this afternorm The
Woman's club holds its business !ten-
sion at Grace church °with house
bit the "open meeting" will not he
conducted by the Art Department
which postponed it untik aext week
on account of Mrs. Bertie Czambell's
death.
League Concert.
The conceit by the Junior League
of the Trimble street Methodist
church occurs tomorrow evening, in-
stead of tonight. A fine program
has been arranged and everybody is
welcomed mo.t•cordially.
Dr. Story. the late principal of
Glasgow University, taking a holiday
in the country once, was met by the
minister of the district, who re-
marked: "Hullo. principal! You here?
Why, you must come down and re-
lieve me for a day." The principal
replied: "I don't promise to relieve
you, but I might relieve your congre-
gation."
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Captain ant! Mrs. W..11. Edwards
have gone to Charleston, Mo., for a
visit.
Colonel Vinor Van de Mule re-
turnc-.1 yesterday from a thrumming
trip to Illinois.
Mr. Henry Gockel, the South
Third street baker, returned yester-
day from a business trip tb Golconda,
la..
Mrs. James Divinie
from Mayfield
Mr. John Sherwin leave's shortly
for Ashville, N. C., for ins health,
which was not improved during his
recent sojourn in Texas.
Mrs. Edward Ware and daughter
Viss Cassandra, have gone to Mem-
phis and hot Springs.
Samuel Winstead has returned
from his school at Bellbuckle. Term.,
on account of sickness.
Mrs. J. C. Karr of Murray ha% re-
tented home after visiting Mrs. Ada
Iforenden.
Mrs. Charlea James of Evansville
will arrive next week to vita leer
raother, Mrs. Judge Sanders.
?disc Maggie Cansell of Evanavilie
ii visiting Mrs. Ad Ranh.
North Miss Ella Sanders goes to St.
I.ouis next week to visit Mir; Ida
KingFahey.
llieresMiae MA-7 Satlicat of Mayfield has a 
returned la ne -:ting here. Paris.
Mrs. ar me• Be .1- at is visiting 
is visiting here
relatives in Fulton.
Master John CampbeH will 'Satur-
day retbrn to hi school at Winches-
ter, Va., having been called here by
the fatal Artless of his mother, Mrs.
Bertie Campbell.
Mr. Edward H. BringIntrat and
bride arc expected today Loam their
wedding trip. They will make their
nothe with Mrs. Mildred Davis of
Kentucky avenue.
Mrs. Mary Campbell of Winches-
ter, Va., goes to Hopkinsyille Satur-
day to visit before returning home.
She was called here by the death of
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Bertic
Ibwler Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. T. Gould of
New York yesterday went to Califor-
r.ia, feasting here their boy and daugh-
ter o•th Mos Elbridgc Pgain-r s .d
Miss Ftancis Gould, whom. all have
been visiting.
Mr. Joseph Walker was yesterday
preparing to move his family to
Princeton, where he makes his head
he lacing superantendent o
machinery for du! Nashville disisioi
of the I. C.
Mrs. Jane Trowlatidge of Si. Marys.
0., is visiting Mrs. W. A. Dallas of
Broad street.
Mrs. J. It Eilward,s of rultun re-
turned yesterday after visiting he--
daughter, Mrs. A. L. Powell of South
Fifth, Mrs. F. G. Dims of Ishtar-
arrived yesterday to suit Mrs.
Powell.
Miss Jessie C. Rauls and Mi.
Thomas J. Bradley went to Nletropo
his yesterday and were married.
Mrs. M. V. House today goes to
Jackson, Tenn., to visit her mother
Mrs. H. H. Woodward.
NINE CANDIDATES
Knights Templar Held Lengthy
Meeting At Lodge Room.
Sins candidates were initiated by
the Knights Templar commandery,
the meeting starting yesterday after-
noon at a o'cleric and continuing un-
til 6 o'cIoca, -.lien the ladies of the
Eastern Star -Yes! the templars with
a fine at the Fraternity build-
ina hall. •Vter the feast the
bre.hren resumed their degree work.
which was not completed until last
night after to o'clock.
Edward visited President
at the Elysee Palace, int
?Inn tnnAnnarli Lan/WU MAMMAS
Dr. Dwight's
LilytierMa
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
blem-
ishes caused by' the cold
white. Semoves all 
winds.
DEUGHTFUL TO USE
AFTEIL SHAVIFG
For Sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE
rlrtrtnnrInn^nnrIrtnnnnn^ ^,r,r1,1•Inin
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement, Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
"'I& KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CWNNINGFIAM
Phones Oki 960, New 245_ :-: Thirteenth and Adams Street
S
e
Va%
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
• ARE BEST
just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We knpw how to store per-
fumes. We know how tc show
yod perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
J. H. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
6XTH AND BROADWAY
1
WrilUSE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONER'S
'Phone eo o.
IF.M.BBP
WHY?
Mat.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORA '
i 305 OW111. Day and Night
- 
seatalogue School
E nursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack'
et company—the cheapest and bet
excursion oat of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip
W11110 Tiin Early 
p,...1•0paimMalpowim•
ev,iin TO INVESTIGATE
u3 KY. RAILROADS
was a .very .m!ning man who w, . scot
by Dinwfddie eo the French inter-
lopers on the Ohio le demand a full
recognition of the English claim.
When war appeared inevitable--a war
arising out of European differences
which were in the end. determined in
America—it was this young messen-
ger who was placed in command.
Youth alone could not have attracted
such responsible employments had it
'not been associated with balance of
judgment, persistence under defeat
anti a power to awaken confidence in
his followers.
A crushing, and from some points
of view a disgraceful, defeat was the
first result. It was as a volunteer aid
he served under Braddock and. re-
ceived that baptism of tire which ex-
torted a sneer of praise front the king.
Political favoritism gave him a sec-
ondary place in the new forces raised
for frontier defense, but the very
qualities that made him so great as
leader of the continental army were
nence be wins front his brothers at
eclipse, when his pride was smarting
under supposed neglect and he was
reduced to the ordinary routine of a
military outpose in a wilderness. lie
was restive under fancied disregard
of his suggestions and pictured neg-
lect of rank and dignity where he as
to blame rather than the governor.
Under the royal officers who took Du-
quesne he bed an experience in regu-
lar service which was of highest mo-
ment when later he assumed the task
of fusing into one continental army
the maey and 'differing regiments
from separated and mutually jealogo
colonies.
'He was now master of Mount Ver-
non. 3 member of the House. of Bur-
tesses and a married man. His per
iod of education was over, and after
a few ).us of home life he was called
into public service which continued
with but two intervais of rest until hi*
death. The boy of a few years who
eravely titers into his first account
book, ii, a writing but little resem-
bling that of later years, the Less
pence he %ins front his brothelirs at
"loci' is the same man who enters the
few pound,: borrowed of him by hie
mother. The youthful surveyor who
practiced his calling on fish-ponds and
muddy creeks is the same man who
drew :he llines of the independent
United States. The inexperienced
"major.' who surrendered to the
French at Fort Necessity. and in in
doing tinwittinely admitted hisnsc:i to
have been guilty of "assassination."
La the same man who Sa% the Ftlehtli
evacuate New York and abandon the
new poner of the United State: to a
career such as the world has never
teen. The s:ime sensitiveness to criti-
cism vhich led the young colonel to
resent a dispute of 'his tank and to
feel kceely the supposed hostility of
; the royal stove:11er i= the same mati
who winced under the unwarranted
aversion% of the continental congress.
the coital of Gates and Conway and
the cowardly flings of Bache and
Deane and of the extreme French
party durine his presidency. The. in -
which made Washington
few in emetics hut potent in force. but
after all 1,Vashineton was—Washing-
ton. a riddle difficult to exolain in a
satisfactory manner —Be Wier 'w-
ine C. Forte author or "Gorge sh-
s(!itor of "The Writines of
Weehincrton." and r. receenized ate
thorits- ewes the subject. in the New
York World.
JUDGE COCHRAN'S ORDER PRO
VIDES FOR A COM-
MISSIONER.
Counsel in theCase HAS Not Agreed
Upon Corrunisaioner and Court
May Appoint One.
Louisville, Feb. 20.—Chairman C. C.
McCherd, of the Kentucky state rail-
road commission, today received from
the United States clerk in the west-
ern distrkt of Kentucky a copy of the
order which will shortly be signed by
United States Judge A. M. J. Coth-
ran, in the case of the railroads of
Kentucky against the Kentucky rail-
road commission.
The order provides for the appoint-
ment ef a commissioner, who is vest-
ed by the order with wide powers in
the taking of proof, and upon a re-
port to be made by this commis-
sioner, Judge Cochran will decide
whether or not the recent ruling of
the railroad commission, reducing
freights, is confiscatory, and therefore
illegal.
It was expected that the order
would be signed and the taking of
proof• would begin in this city this
week, but it has been delayed because
of the failure of counsel to agree cm
a commissioner. They will be al-
lowed several days more to try to
agree, and if they again report a dis-
agreement Judge Cochran will apft
point a commissioner. This will be
a very important place, for all the
business of the roads is to be investi-
gated. and it is estimated that who-
ever is appointed eonsmissioner wtil
receive a fee ranging from Stioacio to
$15.000 in amount.
Iznportancs of the Case.
The C3aC in point is of great in.-
portance. both to the people and the
railroads. Last summer the railroad
commission made an insestigatiesn oi
freight rates in Kentucky and found
diet c. rtain of the railroads were
charging the merchants of Louisville
just 25 per cent more freight rater
than they wi-re charging Cincintiatt
increhents. In other word..., the
freight rate now preeasting from
many Kermit:4(y pointe to Cincinnati
is just 75 per ct do of the rate chargedl
from certain lioints to Louisville.. It
was held that-the freight rates to and
from ether points were excessive.
Thd• state railroad commission .
therefelre, decided, in an opinion writ
ten by Nit. Me-Chord and aperoved b)
Cdnurni,sioner Slier and Fergusd.n.
that no railroad in Kentucky should
be allowed to charge a higher freight
rate than re per cent less than the
rate now charged on the main •tent
e I.ouievjlk & running
from Louisville through.
Green to Naeht ilk-. The railroad-
sought en injunctien from the federal
court on the plea that the order
ami 'tinted te con 'station of pr. pert)
Judge Cochran granted a tetuporar)
injiinction. Ile now proposes to havr
proof taken lump the accuracy of tb.
pb•a of the railroads.
Hen All Proof.
Judge Cochran'e order directs the
commiesioner to hear all proof intro-
duced by either eide that lie may deem
competent. to ascertain for the court
just 'shat the railroads arc receiving
in freight rates, what the running ex-
penaee, or, in fact, to secure a full
statement of all the freight conditions
and elle:gee in Kt mucky.Tennessee river 86 refer could be shown in any part of Vie- lt les-clops that the hitch over the
, ginla at that time. He knew 'shat THINKS RELIGION IS ONLYeach slave' was worth in the domestic SOLUTION OF NEGRO CASE to the objections c.i the Louissille &ecneomy, and he closely watched pos- Nasheitie railroad to appointmentsible advantages to be obtained from of Mr. David W. Fairkigh, of Louispublic franchises_ When 'his interest ! New York, Feb. 20.—jUstia D1viti vine.
in a cerrv was threatened he called J. Brewer, of the United States sa-
fer aid fermi his ha:f-brother. Lew _ .Preole court, told the congregation in
rc nee. then in the House of Bur- the Broadway Tabernacle yesterday
that in his opinion. refigion was thegeese.. The appeal. a bit of legitimate.
prineipal factor by which the negroeelobbying, is one of the earliest known •
of the south could be 
_converted intoletters of Washington. •
a valuable asset of the nation.Shortly after this incident Wash-
"We know that there is ignorance,ington went te lise with Lawrence• . . .
at Mount Vernon, where he amused criminality and. umnorality among the lauRelle and Samuel H. Stoni.. all nihimself by making surveys of the fish- ne.groes. he said, and it replants , Louisville. were considered as (*.WI.pond. of the creeks and the variens with 'IA to change present conditions t, Imissioner. It was thought an agree-his , so that the negro will !'emine a 'help" ment had been reached upon Mr
fields of the plantation, proving 
. .
In %that school did the boy Wash.
ington develop the qualities which
made him a great leader in peace as
is -I as war? Ile had courage, bal-
ance and patience in the face of diffi-
eulties;! he could manage a slave and
impose his will upon an army; he was
as minutely accurate in matters of
business as le was broadly sane in
questions of national affairs or inter-
national relations. Inheritance can
give but little explanation of these
qualities; education through book
learning contributed little to develop
them; experieuce, the influence of
other; and opportunity were the
sources of his strength.
No anecdotes of 'his early years arc
reliable, and the vagaries of good
Parson Weems gained currency only
because they appealed to general hu-
man stature. It is known that Wash-
iogton was strongly built, was fond
of outdoor life, was passionately de-
voted to his farm operations, and read
slowly, painfully, as a rule taking ex-
tensive notes of what be read. Ile
was a fine horseman and knew a good
horse, as every Virginian of that day
was bound to know. His pastimes
were fox-hunting, playing cards with
the ministere of his efituch and breed-
ing hunting dogseof which he had a
goodly number and knew each one by
name. A horse race appealed strong- 1
1)- to him, and a sisit to the capita!
gave hint the best society the colony
could afford.
The father of Washington died
when the boy was too young to have
been influenced by hie advice or ex-
ample, and the mother. though of
strong characteristics, could contrib-
ute little to his education or practical
training. That a midehipman's cone.
tnissi..n vie: offered and considered is
nett known, and the reolees ambition
ef a toy led him to eisli fie a 'tea
career. The objections le hit mother
had ueight. and it was on land, in the
hard eerviee of defending the frontier
of Virginia, that his young activities ,
were trimmed into that sedate gravity .
which clung to him through life. in
the backwoods ha learned how to en-
'orce discipline among a rough com-
pany of raw soldiers, taught 'himself
the hard lesson of providing against
dangers with inadequate force and
I supplies. •The two years of schooling enjoyedby Washington were only sufficient to
give him a taste for mathematics. The
management of his mother's planta-
tion brought home to him the necess
sity of understanding the ordinary
forms ni legal procedure. The land
questions continually arising in a new-
ly settled cotmtry turned him to the
study of surveying. Hence it is that
among the earliest manuscript records
of Washington now existing are to he
found his copies of legal forms, ex-
ercises in surveying and carefully
prepared accounts of his income and
outgo. To the end of his life his
ledgers were . kept scrupulously and
most minutely, and each year*. econ-
omy may be told from these records.
valnabie not only for their personal
interest but also for the history of a
Virginia plantation Which they em-
body.
Ifis tiro employment was the care
of his mother's plantation, anal he
there laid the foundation of methods
which were later applied to the man-
agement of Mount Vernon—a man-
,
,agement that was as successful as
It is a trip of pleasure, comioe
and rest; good service, good tzbl
good roams, etc. Boats leave cad.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent_
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Coutinuous Passage, 400;
Unlimined Ticket $500, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
Wh:t is said to be the sereateat drug
store in the world exists in Moser-iv •
and it 203 years old. Since 1893 it has
been its the family of the present pro-
- 
prietor. -It is a building of imposing
siimen-sions, with many departments,
including one for the professional edu
ention of the staff, which numbers
eoct rirsons. They make tip about
vssio oi-e-c-intion- a day.
ful factor. We must all assist' in
bringing itheut this end. Industrial
- development. cleanliness, educationcombined. Lawrence was a man in
and other benevolent and usefulpublic life, of wide acquaintance .
things. are good for the negro, but Iamong the leading men of the colony, believe nothing will hell) him so mucha warm friend of the king's represen-
I as the iminence of the Cross of Christ.tative and of that voluntary exile and i
and nothing will so move . him todecidedly romantic character, Loru ,
good and useful citizen as theFairfax. lie was engaged in extensive being a
og spal.of the Prince of Peace."land ventures and mining enterprises.!
Ile was in the colonial legislature,
and. knaawing that the real greatness • Washingtcm's Wealth.
if irginia lay in the west rather than
the tobacco plantations of the east,
he taught George that the true policy
of the colony was to secure a share,
if not a monopoly, in the trade of the
lecaon which years after bore
fruit in Washington's interests in
canals. !
It was T.awrence who wave George
41.A-cloned in this period of temporary
friendships. leadino• to 11;s rapid ad-
ean-emmanit in public service. It %Vac
A very young man who was amminted
snares-or of the Northern Neck when
!toed Fairfax laid etai-e to 'a orinei-
:pality. and surveyor to the relieve. It
u fatter in our coil:a:awn and prog-process of self-edneation and fitting
himself for his first public appoint-
T lieve that there is a Dis Incment. The influence. of Lawrence
rpon time young man was strong. en- r"Ividence which will 'vs shape our
during and wholesome, and was more history that the negro will be a help-
responsible tor the Washington of
later years than all other influences
Whether AVashington can Lc put
into the envied category of million-
:tires no one can assert positively.
' According to the late Paul Leicester
! Ford whose work, "The True George
Washington," has received wide rector
nition. "the father of his country"
was worth $53o.000. This fortune did
lint include his wife's property, hut
! nevertheless it made hint one of the
wealthiest Americans of his time.
! Her part of the Curtis property
!equaled "ts,soo acres of land, a good
oart of it adjoining the city of Wil-
hem shurg." s.
I Feirleigh. and when Mr. Fairleigh'sname was prerented to Judge Cochran
the court stated, that no better selee
lion could possibly be made, that ;Mr
Fairleigh'e high standing as a lawyer
and as a man, made hi man ideal se-
lection. although the court was of the
opinion that 4111 three of the gentle-
.
men suggested. Fairleigh, DuRelle
and Stone. were strong men and capa-
ble of discharging this important
• duty.
appointment of a commisaiuner is due
Sonic weeks ago a eimierence was
held between St nator Thomas If,
Payny2r and Col. B. If. Young, repre-
aentinq the railroad commission. and
Col. If. L. Stone. T. II. Harrison.
halve A. P. Humphrey and Mr. E. F.
Trabus, representing the railroads.and
the names of I). Wt Fairleigh, George
I: & N. Made Objection.
It develope,d, bovvever, that the L.
N. railroad objected to Mr. Fair-
leigh. It was stated! that Judge A. P.
Humphrey. representing thc South-
ern and C. & 0. roads, was of the
opinion that no stronger selection in
:the state could be trade than Mr.
Fairleigb, bin the L. & N. attorneys
Icontended that the interest of the C.& 0. and Southern roads in this mat-
ter is but slight, as these roads al-
ready have freight rates not far from
the figure fixed by the commisaion
while the L. lk. N., operating through
P more difficult at of the state, tier-
force makes higher charges and is,
therefore, vitally interested. No agree-
ment has, therefore. been reached at
to n conuriaaioner. _ 
...
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FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 7-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's sttbscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subecribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures withoUt any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. is, or "The Summer
Girl." wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
nit!) a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 22, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing 'The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessar)
to take them from the wail for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a tnillioeraire's home.
There is nothing cheap or sholitly
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores :for less
than 50 cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give there Is to few
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refuad
the money for your subscription Rad
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A
-WEEK RERUSEIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper The TWICE-A
-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
cne of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoffice or express,
money eider, registered huer r batik
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name sod addrinkplWy. Ads
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. Laois, 111*.
Abram L. Well & Co -
FIRE INSURANCE!
Accident, Llte,ILlabillty, Steam Boiler- inn
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36o Residence Phohe 726
Caron Directory Company
Of- lovisville, kentecky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience el our patrons and the citisens of Poistakhave placed copies of the direetaries o f the cities named slow fit.tbe morning Register office at 533 Broadway. where the Mb& Is knad to Cala
when dealing the address of any resident of iLe titles named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES, 
.
List of Directories on File
ALLEONENY CITY. PA.
ATI ANTA. OA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFTAIP, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, O.
CHICAGO, ELL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON. KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DISTROTT,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND.
KANSAS CITY, TEAL
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
4,4
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CON?!.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN. cow
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, O.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
DIRECTORY . FOR twain ON
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
a..
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway ,• I.
I;P4
66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Stab sos,
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Game
For Saido Ev•rwitters.
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER. THE TALE OF A TALE THE 'PANAMA CANAL GETTING BACK TO NATURE PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE. Sea•P,
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Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tale
fag • leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the groat
malaria. It will build the capital lit-
erally from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
Tillage of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
IDaligety miakt have slumbered in pas.
floral obscurity for the nest hundred
pears but for the assumed necessity of
Australia to have a capital hi • place
Which nature had designed for a v11.
=It is 30 miles from the nearest
d station and even when that
distance Is spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link 1) with the main Victorian m-
aim Henry Stead, In Um independent,
settetatee that. cost of the railroad am-
Inriestlon entailed will be $11.3011.110
and that water supply, public build.
lags and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $211.000.000. After the
city is built it will be a purely arti-
&dal capital, just as W..6111141011 lab
het it will have • very much smaller
elation, the assumption being that
it grill not emceed 50,000.
" artnIcial capil, me created 01
Sat as a result of a compete-124e be-
MOM Viral gesthlas or deemed by as'
UMW paladin; neosasity is an esperi.
Mid Mier Os best cireaustnaess and
umaally Me Short of bang a asetrep
ellb. Washington sad It. Peelellillri
meg ezamegisa. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal geveraznent;
ostlitag more It has disappointed the
migastatiamo of its feunders that 11
weld become an ensporinzn a boillY
same, a port, a city that should be an
Illestration in Roc: of all the activi-
ties et a greet and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business It has not.
In population it is tar below many
cities that we ors wont to think of as
in our second or possibly our third
clam.
St Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital is
population, hawing 1..313200 Inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1.092210 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
genet port, commanding a heavy sea-bias trade, bet. In fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditioes
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right whea he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
edgier the l'Olted States nor Russia
eajoyed when they created thee, art!
*dal capitals Its area is fixed and
determined The capital will always
beer the WW1 geographies] relation to
*eery Australian region that it will
lave in (be beginning. la this coun-
try the capital is oonveniestly situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded intn ro-
llout that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to rxime. Similarly
Itsasia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg Is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
mid progressive, in regions that were -N--no," she admitted; "not to-day,
ant even Russian lilies Peter the Great but I really must dispatch it to the
began to drive the piles for the fouti- publishers to-morrow."
datioos of his capital. "All right," he said. 'I'll call la the
morning!"
-With the MS.?" she asked him,
suit tingly.
With the MS." he echoed, despair.
And as he went out of the house ha
held a brief ineffectua' conversation
with the butler, punctuated with a five-
dollar bile and then paced the street
for many bours—a prey to thoughts of
forgery and flight.
It was the next morning and he had
bean talking volubly and lung on dif-
ferent subjects when she at Length
managed to get in a word.
"Well," she asked, "have you gcr
ft?"
"What?" he answered quickly. The
measles? No! Although you seemee
to think so, judging from the way is
which you avoided me at the receptios
Last night, and again at the opera aft
erward. You wouldn't give me a
much as a bow."
"I didn't sae you," she told him.
"Where—where was Ir he inter-
rupted to explain. "In the dress cir
els, on the opposite side, with me
glasses leveled on your box."
-That was a waste of time," she said
Impatiently, "and so is this. What Ls
the use hiding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
you've lost my MS.?"
"Because I haven't!" he answered
doggedly. "No!" (As she stared at
him In amazement.) "If that MS. has
disappeared, vanished, irreparably, you
are responsible, and you alone!"
He strode to the door, then wheeling
Irsund, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," he said
harshly, "it was because I was think-
ing only of you. If I wa4 absent
-mind.
ed, It was because you were present.
If I—er—lpst that MS., it was because,
well! I suppose you know it—I had
already lost my heart. That's all.,
Good-by!"
And he turned to go. But She was
already at his elbow, and there was
something In her band—a typewritten
parcel—a MS.
"It has been a pretty bad quarter of
an hour, basis% it?" she asked him, and
bet eyes were twinkling—"thanks to
your stories and mine. But you're not
going yet?" (For he was turning to
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be-
sides—"
Hero she looked up at him, and—ale
Well!—The clock ticked loudly and tieIre nreckliel—VaIley Weekly.
BY KDIT8 M. WILLETTIL
It started on tue small sofa in the
alcove beside reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the heorth
nIS, with his back to the fire, looking
down on the other as she sat, finger-
ing the MS, on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
reeked.
"Because you wrote it," he answered,
With great aimplicity.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
It's because my other stories have been
so successful, and I get such nice puffs
.
in the papers!"
"Those reasons may suffice for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
New York Jelius Now
Goes to Cars.
---
"Toa'd never guess the difference tbe
allbway has made In our business," said
eldtime night cab driver, aecordine
to the New Yorh Sun. "I should nay that
sight fares from the theater district anc
Broadway hare fallen off one-fourth
SIMS last December.
"It teed to be that a man in evenine
clothes, especially if accompanied by
women wearing garments easily soiled
would hesitate before crowding Into Si
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost ant of the enaction. The re
volt was that the great majority of thee
„ ter and opera patrons eshe could raise
the price went home in carrteges.
"Now It's different After the thecae'
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
lunch. then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Fortylrecomi street and
Broadway or at the eirand Central.
"Hen and women who would scorn
the elevated or surface cars when In
evening dress do net eallt at tne eisbenty.
They find the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is in Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that weeleoe ter-ah 'if Teraohlyu
people down &afar am the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
croestown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right te
the Bridge entrance. Why. now one can
go from Forty-second street clear to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is had
"It's going to be still worse for u.,
when they get the sub* ay ruatlIng un-
der the reer "
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tianue)-1 want you.
name and address.
Tramp (sarcaltivally)—Oh, yer do, de
yer? Well, me ranee le John Smith. an
me address is Number Oue, the open air
if yer call on me don't trouble ter knock,
hilt jet! itegje • - feetdeleall.
Two hours later he stood in his own
front hall, turning his pockets Weide
out by the light of the midnight oil,
then he searched the front steps and
examined the pavements outside, and
dually patrolled a certain street to a
certain house till a certain small hour
of the morning, when he returned to
his abode uttering unholy words.
"What are you looking for?" she dis-
suaded on entering the drawing room
the next Leming.
"Nothing." he answered. riga( hat-
lily task as evident 'Ripostes a en*
carpet. kiia face was pate and his
Needling eye reamed ummally OM des
Denature
"I thought you might have dropped
somethhelgr she sagpobed, sensually.
"Ok, no!" he responded dillastaly.
"Well, what did you umat Stur
she Modred.
"Ohl" he said with a start. "That
elery of yours? It was groat—rear.
absorbing! I assure you it keg& Iwo
awake trufll four o'clock this mom
Sag!"
"And yet it is oompartetively Short
You must read very slowly! Do tall
me what you like best about it."
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I liked
It all Immensely, but what appealed ta
am especially was that--er—seene
where the heroine—et—gets the beat
St it."
Ile felt that he RAU doing well, but
at this point she brought him back to
earl b
-Do you think." she asked him, ears
aest and wide-eyed. "that Gregory
sought to have done it?"
"Whor he asked, staggered for a
moment. 'What!" And then recollects
lag himself—" Yes." This stoutly. "1
thtnk Gregory was perfectly testified;
I don't see how, under the circum-
stances, he could have done otherwise
am quite certain that in his place I
should have done just the same thing.'
"What thing" she asked, we she
poked the fire with her back turned.
Than, as he did not answer immediate.
ly, she said gently: "I don't think
you quite understand what sane I ra.
ferried to. but I'll show you in a me-
meat If you'll just hand me the MB."'
"The mar he queried. blankly.
The XS-- she ',Posted &Aso
minedly..
Be took two turns up and dawn the
ream, than faced her, crimp* MINI
iresteallen.
'I'm extremely sorry to tall you.'
be said hoarsely, "that your MS. is—
(the arctic blue of her eyes from the
truth upon his lips)--ls left behind."
he finished. "I hope you doret need It
Immediately ?"
teren.ch Peasant Who Red His Over
NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED Idea of Frne, ' incipai
Baet
ISTHMIAN WATERWAY.
Some Interesting Particulars of
Construction and Probable
Length of Time It
Will Take.
To make it possible to pass a ship
from ocean to ocean, even by a high-
level design, will require from six Us
eight , ears, and by one at sea level
Len years, though possibly 12. Which
of the twb types, all things considered.
Its the better is a question requiriue
great thought for the proper answer
writhe William Barclay Parsons, is
Century. On the one hand, there are
required a greatly increased Invest
eat of capital and sorrie delay in time
altbough the latter in the life of such
an enterprise is probably of sena'
amount. The deciding factor wit
probably be the practical usefulness
of the type when completed. No mat
ter what the design, the canal canna
be navigated its entire length by larg.
steamers with the freedom the
they pass up and down a broar
flyer. It is contemplated tha
the width of the canal at tie
bottom shall be about 150 feet
giving a width on the surface of Iron
WO to 360 feet, according to the flat
sees of the itide slopes, dependant or
the varying local character of the roc)
or earth through which the canal wit
be dug. An large modern steamen
save a beam of 75 feet. it is °befoul
that two sock vessels cannot pass mei
other In the regular channel.
On arriving at either terminus no
ship will report to the harbor waste
for a permit to vase, and, if she be $
sailing vessel, for a tug to take be
through. After an inspection, the tak
lug on of coal, supplies and a pilot, 1154
being measured for and paying toi
charges, the vowel will then receive as
order entitling her to proceed. Thit
order will be like a train order on
single-track railway, giving authority
to go to a certain point. and the-le
either to meet and pass a ship comets
from the other end or to draw to oni
side and permit the other ship to pass
or to get other orders to proceed fur
User. The passing of ships wIU be at
ranged by constructing -sad' ngs " thie
Is, 'Wettings of the channel late
which a vessel Can draw and moor o
clusters of piles. When the passing I.
made the vessel then advances to the
neat siding where a vessel is expected
all of which will be controlled by tale
graphic orders from a central die
pew/sere odic., where there will be a
chart allowing the exact position et
any ship at any time, corrected In
*lastly by ativices received from the
local stations. Along the banks there
will be semaphore signals by day and
tights by night, indicating the positioe
if obstructions or vessels ahead, so as
to prevent collisions.
On arriving at a lock the steamer
rill and a structure similar in princl
pie to the small canal locks with
which the reader is familiar, but vast-
ly larger. These locks will have s
length of about 1.000 fee: and a width
in the clear of 100 feet. In order to ac
comniodate (pot only the steamers E0
feet long now building, but to allow
for such Increase In sum as may bi the inventor
realized. The gates closing the lock;
at the down
-stream end will have a
height equal to the depth of Ito canal
the height to lift, and. say, ten feet of
surplus, or a total et 75 to perhaps list
feet. according to conditions—dimen
'dons far in excess of those of any
ether lock gates in the world. As soor
113 the lock is entered and the ship
made fast so that it cannot be move.
about by the In or outrusieng water
and yet may rise or fall with the
change of level, the great gates Saltine
her will be closed d water admitted
into the lock from the higher level en
drawn off into the lower as the cosset
Is ascending or descending. Whet
the new level is reached the tithe,
late. are (*encl, and once more the
'easel continues her journey between
minks crowded to the water's edge with
the wild tangle of a tropical jungle m
the long
-leafed banana trees ,it otrt In
regular rows in plantations. On arriv-
ing at the far terminus the pilot le
iropped and the vessel disappears at
sea.
American Bank in Japan.
An American bank in Japan, as a
erofitable enterprise and a great aid te
'he American manufacturer, is a sug
gestion from C. A. Francis of tie
'Stealer Technical school of Tokio. whc
its° advises his fellow
-Yankees tic
study Japanese manufacturing condi
(ions and needs. One Tokio shop em
s.oying from 15 to at) workmen make..
by hand a sewing machine which is
claimed to be better than a famous
American product of which it is a
copy. It is sold for nine yen, while a
poor quality of the American machine
costs from 40 to 50 yen. How shall
Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
their companies make certain machine
tools which do thie work cheaper than
they are now doing it and that tic
more capital will be needed in the in.
tailing of the plant?
Army Kitchens.
Traveling kitchens, wletch have
long been in use in the Russian army
and which did much to increase the
comfort of the soldiers during the long
battles of the recent whir, are now be
tng tried in the French maneuvers
with a view to their Introduction Intel
the French army,
Canadian Horses in China.
It is found tbet hones froni Can
ada become acclimated in China more
readily than those which are import
ed from Australia, and they eeein to
take more naturally to the novel glatft Walk beric a14 ti9e Ares .was
The French peasant who, eines tile
iu days of the revolution, has turned ell
France into a kind of walled gardea.
Is still cloecly in to 'eti tire neon('
Ind In saite of a:- its' and pent'
clans, hie prettence in tee eweneirte to
which he brtnes the gene' ani eanniag
et the fields. maess for oat local
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
eornpanion I, a hit" seene reeroduced
by one of the autbore of "S' etches on
Use Old Road Theongh FraDee to
florence.-
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a Ores'
ant Who, with ltroren‘o. patient*, was
engaged In stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests, lie also professed
himerelf Intereeted In politics and see
amiss, and willingly talked on these
subject*
'Titers Is testy ens 'Dote." the par
IlAt rat& at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," sail the writer, "this
religions queetion—the dispute with
church and pope?"
"No, I &tech mean that"
"Do you think t)'-re's any fear al
',nether Gorman war?"
"I don't Meow. I wasn't thinking
(that."
"1 suppose you are not afraid of so
dalismr
"Not at all."
‘gW441, this. what Is the or/v thins
/*ranee has to fear?"
"Haft" said the peasant, awl weld
so Marina
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparetos for the central
of Distant Ilectrio
Power.
Telektno Is the inrenteou of Doe
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a dishier
gnished Saanish eiteiteer, whe has
been experimentlog sucrose! eler wite
en apparatus for the control of die
rant electric power by means of wire
lees telerraphy, lYe letenris to ao
oly his invention to vessels and made
his public triels with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat car
tied a battery of eccurnulators, a mo
tor fer driving the propeller. another
tor the ruider, and two servo movie'
for operating the mechanism of the
ether motors. The serve rectors were
eonnecte directly with the teleklect
wherewith they formed a slag!. ap
paratus. Hertz wove' were received
by the telekino: this controls the serve
motors', whieh rent currents either te
control the rudder motor or the pro
oeller motor so as to revere both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up Lis poeition at the
transmitting station, Senor Querede
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing no-
onerous peeve representatives, as if by
magic, slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twirling, tacking, advancing, or ro
ceding just as if it were being guided
by an expert steersnsan. The boat so
ecuted all meaner of maneuver's with
'ant a hitch under the sole netclance of
on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
two Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful serelce has proved a
barrier against interference for politi
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, of Marlboro, who has
been in charge of that offiee since
April 2G. 1365, when he was appointed
Sy President Johnson at a salaey
$1.100. Ho had beets succerrircly re
appointed, twice by Grant, once he
Hayes. Arthur, Harrison and eiciiin
ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland-.
ipecial care In eacb of his two teriais
Mr. Fay has ovef two years yet ie
serve under the reappointment gives
by President Roosevelt February nit
1 903, when the salary VMS advanced to
t1,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed -
sold the long-service record as post
taster. lie is still performing his de
les In charge of the office at Swot
kinen:a. Duchess (ounty. New York
nder the commisston first given till
tI 111, 1849. The record was held fat
=lane, years by itosweil Eeardsley
no North Lansing (N. Y.) ^ Mee- Iff
as appoir.ted June 23, is:s, anr
eerved until his death, November h
190'1, at the age of 9.1.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Ab
stainer,' and General Iaseranre corn
enny held in itirmincham recently th
chairman announced that the mortal:
ty rate, favorable to the campany, 01
the live') insured had again been main
Mined and that in the 21 years of tie
company's existence the mortality bar
not yet exceeded 50 pt-r cent. of whai
might have been expected from eh.
ordinary standard table of the insti-
tute of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest on cap.
nal that otherwise wou.'d have been
paid In realms. He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record largely 13
the memters abstaining Lom the use
of eleoholle liquor.
Electricity in Siberia
Almost all the towns its Siberia are
having are lights for street use and
incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion of the people in
Siberia hays never sem res, which
they regard as as lraminant its pall
_ - - —
She of Wales Knits Husband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of her
household which she i.e not under.
stand and many whit/ "se pereonall.
superintends.
The princess has no liking for sit-
ting with idle hands, and she is never
without some sert of needlework, She
not only knits the prince of Wales
50ck3, but sees that he wears them
Once for Insane,. when the prence,
after a long day • shooUng returned
borne tired and wet the princess wae
having her tea and the sportsmen
wire all quite ready for theirs but—
careful wife that she is—the princes'
would not give tier husband any until
le had 'hanged his wet boots and
livelong*. and be thoseth Notating and
protesting, bad te do tier bidding.
The princess is an excellent mceher,
and both she and the prince are 'cry
anxious that their childhen should be
broueht up on the simplest lines ros
ethic When they are at Tort ent•age
they have their little one/ with them
crest deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the Ilse was constantly
need by the sma:1 ponce& One day.
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be.
Longing to Prelate L'ilward, and now
the children have a tpecial play room
of their own.
SENSE OF T! IE TURTLE.
ILeptile Posseests Remarkable In-
stinct for finding Nest-
ing Groun&
During the summer months, from
May to August, the big sea turtle-
Lay their eggs In the beach. They
eome possibly hunitretle of miles, and
If undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same place year anor
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I bare watched
them from behind a sandlille but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
first filling It with eggs, they wet ge
a few feet and nueee another plaele I
always thought as a betel, for wee
looks just like the other. Tbey i41
each month usually dcring tee
tides of that month, beg:00114 :a May
and ending in Aneust. from 00 to leS
Mee
During the summer I foetid and
brought Into camp vss eggs. I put
some In the sand near our came and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in three days more. The tittle
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always a mystery to me
how a turtle conid find the same place
on the shore. WIren a short distance
out at sea it all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes Near te
Being Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk, Siberia. Is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
-After leaving the governor we paid •
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outfit_ We were able to
bay apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China—only 0)0 milee
_away, and brought by a sledge or
dmsky by the overland trade routes
first opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
We also paid a visit to a barber,
who coti44 remnare feenrebly with one
of the hr.- in- -.re In the weal
end of Lo: aue quite as dear
charging tat a eeitiiee, .sir a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public bulldinp
as any English or American town with
five times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk nnivereity ii
an imposing building and cou:eens twc
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire."
Bark of requoins.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, in the course of Agee, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorehing for a couple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof hark. The
flames having carboe4zed that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed as
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the Interior bark,
Mark of Degeneracy.
attic-I:tett — Young MeSeedey. Atm
went through the fortune his parents
left him, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
SURVE
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 62o-3. Tyler, Ky.
K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLD
Hendrick, Miller
ortb Marble
LAWYERS,
Practice in all the courts of !h.
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, a, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 I-2 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, MA
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
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U. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
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I. C. Flournoy Cecil Reel
FLOURNOY & REED
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Rooms to, it and tz, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Old Phone 1992.
Paducah
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OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
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OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Banli
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Room 114, Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484A
ICHTFOOT
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Ph One 120
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Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red,
PADUCAH. KENTUCKA.
A. S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
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NOTICE
' Rides' Prices Paid for Second-Hand
Gauss—Wbat degeneracy! His lath-
er never thought of taking less than a
million.—Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
STOVES AND FURNITURE
I Buy anything and sell everyttuag.
1111-eso Court Street:'- Old Phone
.
Dearborn—And did you shake the tea&
dust Irvin your feet when you left New
York? Cie F la1 m rang°
Wabash—Well. I don't know that I MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC•
&book It from my feet exactly, but I TION.
know I got rid of all the dust I had, all
tight—Yonkere Statesman.
The steamer Clialtailooga is ous
today fiom Ctattanooga, Tenn.
. Captain James Koger expccta to
start the City of Saltillo bark in
business about next week. She is
:oil at Carondolet.
The steamer City of Memphis left
Esterday for thc Tenneske elver
as* wnere she remains until next Mon-
dr •ay night.
..• • ' The Buttorff came n yesterday
, 
_Logi Clarksville and left at once for
• Nashville.
a....a....s..--Theer wonting at Icts'clock the Dick
akps out for Cairo and
vines back tonight about it o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comas in toda
from EvanoavIle and depart, at once
an her return that way.
1 he John S.. Hopkins went to Ev-
alsciile yesterday and comes hack to-
3 row.
'lie•tsanter Kentucky comes aut
of the Tenpesace river tonight and
• remains licre urshl 5 o'clock Saturday
afternoon before getting out on her
',turn tlrat way. •
The Peters. Le r leave' Cincinnati
taday. and .gets here about neat Sat-
• irday on her way down to Memphis.
fa," %,Ki_lte ta several days behind time.
"l• The Georgia Lee is due up toinor-
', a..• raw bound from Memphis to Cincin-
s
aii
RISFUSES DIVORCE EVIDENCE
— --
Society Man Adjudged in Contempt
of Court at Ashville.
Asheville, N. C., Feb. 2o.—There
• are important developments in the
Mills case. Gilland Stickleather, a
‘, prominent young society man whom
IOls is suing for $t000 00 and who
nude affidavits he had visited Mrs.
/ Mills, alone .itt her thorn, has .refused
to testify. 'Tfe is adjndged -in con-
, tenant or court and will have to testify
,.or go to jail. Several society people
were subpoenacal tplity. The ease was
adjourned •ttattight to be restimed in
New York Tiuesday morning:
•
EARL OF
,Zr
PAWTUCKET
.1 1
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not
satisfied
McPherson 's
Drug Store..
Fourth and Broadway.
4
, POPULAR WANTS. 4
11 . •
I • • • • • • • • • • • • d• •
r.OK RE.NT—Nlcely furnished
• reams, aIrconveniencea, goo Jefferson
astreet,
+ 4. 4- ..* • • 4
Mit RENT—Elegant flats, See
.r.thtbatud Broadway. Apply to B. Li.
", Scott. ••
—
VOit .SALE—Fite iresh mach
eaiacaaal-Old 'prone,. 1467: 780. S. B.
eafaaVOM
For up•tosdate c!eaning and press-
ing swot-eta go to Solomon the Tait
•• oraat3•South Third St. Two 'phones
a ray: ja.tf 
'WANTED FOR U. S. ARNLY-4
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of tS and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits. who can speak, read
and tiarite English. For information
'nada to Recruiting Officer. New
Rkhmond House, Paducah, Ky.
•
Expert Accountant
Na711 post, examine, systematize and
.andit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms realonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, PR, HS Fra
*nifty building.
RIVER NEWS
It4ver Stages.
I. airy,. 234 falling.
o'hattimooga. 4.8 falling.
eatiocine61. if.2 falling.
r.varsville. 15.6 falliag
Florence. 3.6 falling.
Johnsonville, 7.o faMing.
i..puisatille. 7.1 falling.
Mt. Carmel. 6 t falling.
aaslivilie, icatt falling.
a. littsburg. 4-4 falling.
St. Loses, 12.2. falling.
Mt. Verne,n. 13.4 falling
Parini-ale 15.7 falling.
Burnside. 3.8 falling.
arthage. 5.0 falling
NIP • ••• •
stetetpeet*******tei
•
FOR THE LITTLE ONES. *
dOtte***Sethaeilhateeeteateriera
Friends and Foes.
Said a Kiss to a Smile, "Why, how do
ycu do?
I'm sure I should like to live always
with you."
Said the Smile to the Kiss, "I'm sure
I shall be
Delighted to have you live always
with me"
Su they live and they love,and neither
offends;
They're always together and always
are friends.
! 1:
Said a Frown to a Word, "Now, (kat
look so sour;
LeCa see if we cannot be friends for
an hour."
Said the Word to the Frown, "I'm
willing to try,
Aldus' Fin afraid of the look in your
eye."
In less than a minute a quarrel arose:
They fought and they parted, and
now they are foes.
—Arthur Macy, in the Youth's Com-
panion.
Whit Red Coral Is.
The red coral-that is used for neck-
laces is a horny axis Which supports
1 number of soft-bodied, coral-like
animals, or polyps, the entire struct-
ure bearing a strong resemblance to
a small shrub. The fishermen, after
they have brought this shrub-like col-
ony to the surface, clean the soft ani-
nul matter away, preserving the red
core, or axis. which is sold as jewelry
Although red. coral contains some,
lime, it is largely composed of a sub-
stance akin to horn, and, like horn, it
takes a tine polish. Horn, wool and
other animal substances of this na-
ture almost invariably change their
calor when brought into intense heat
-Front -.Nature and Science' in St.
Nicholas.
Friendshia With Wild Life.
li a fairy had ester offered to grant
Inc three wishea. "the full confidence
a wild anineala- would atirelv have
been one of them. and probably the
first 11 we seek opportunities to be-
friend n itd creatures, and take advan-
tage of them, we shall often find. as I
have dune, that there is no lack of re-
sponse on the part of time animals. I
..nce talked up to a pine aiskin, as
lie W:1; feeding on the ground, and
picked hint up in my hand. He did
not seem a bit alarmed, and when a
few minutes later, I set him down. lac
continred his search for food within
a few inches of my feet. On another
occasion a yellow-throated vireo al-
lowed me to lift her from her nest
uhen 'a wished to count her eggs, and
Leftie'j down comfortably on her
la-easurta the moment I put her back.With a forC11,.ger I once stroked Owhack of a red-hreasted nuthatch as he
'as busy feeling on a tree.—From
Frnect Manila Baynes' "Keetfitig
'Open li...1.4' tor the Bird.-- in S'
Nichol.,
rverythinc in this New .
ork hotel is sterilizeit—even the air,"
--f•N• rv thing hut OH-
• e* 041411
_
Clever Mr. Thrush.
Myr.. and Tcssie were starting for
'school one blowy day in spring. The
wind came puffing through the trees
and up the road. It twisted Tecsie
coat around her body until she could
hardly walla
"What a windy day!" she reclaimed
when she got her breath.
"But it's geting spring." said Myra
"The brook juat sounds as if it was
• *Spr;ng is coming! Spring, is
comiaar And there's a pair of
thruches beginning to build it neat
in the old apple tre near the fence.
I gave them some crumbs front my
own brcakfast this morning."
As they came to the apple tree near
the lento. a great gust of wind rushed
tbaspuaa 'ti branchea and blew Myrah
hat off.
"There goes my hat' aid Myra.
"Catch itr •
• The hat flew vr, in the air. circled
,1 few times. and setled on a little
taanch of the apple tree and stuck
there.
Myra began to cry. "T can't go to
school without a hat, athl oh—what
will manna ssv?"
Ponta. who always weal with Myra
as far as the gate, was sutra He
cat down and barked at' the hat., but
it aid not budge. •
Then Tessie threu up a ston^ but
the aeon. only shook the branch a
little.
Then Patrick came and good natur-
rally climbsd the tree. but the branch
was too sitader for hint to get near
the hat, and lie could not touch it,
even viith hi stie',;. Myra sried
harder than ever.
.. Then Mr. Thrush came along. "Dear
me," he chirped ato Nft-4. Ti: rush,
"there's that sweet little girl who
us crumbs crying for her hat.
I'll hare to get it for her myself?"
He flew to the twig where the hat
V.-25 caught, gave two or three little
peeks ?it the ribbon that held it, and
the hat swung off, flew around, and
fen at Myra's feet!
"I always knew, dear." twittered
:qrs. Thrttsh, "that you had more
sense then those stupid human creat-
ures! Why didn't they think of flying
up and necking te ribbon loose?"- -
Eva Lovett Carson,
Mr. N01,V.a subject 4.i. the
hfikailia, is credited by rum.? with a
scheme for •httaing -front the Canadian
late:ilia Railway 5n.000 :tares of land
in Alberta 'imitable for vvitent• and
sugar beet culture awl settling on the
0; industrions. fore-
handza 
_Japanese farmer's.
ANNIVERSARY
THE BANKS AND POSTOFFICE
CLOSE TOMORROW FOR
HOLIDAY.
The Schools Dismiss This Afternoon
to Remain Out Until Monday
on Account of That Date.
'flie anniversary, of 1,Vashingt, n's
birthday is tomorrow and is regarded
as a semi-holiday the country over.
The postoffice here will be closed ex-
cept front g until to o'clock in the
lamming, while the mail carriers make
only one delivery. The banks recog-
nize the day by heeping closed, but
other than this no suspension of busi-
ness occurs.
Many of the public school rooms
give entertainments this afternoon,
commemorative of the occasion, the
most elaborate being at the McKin-
ley building in Mechanicsburg, where
a several hours's program %vat he
rendered by the students, under di-
rection of Miss Emma Morgan, the
principal, and her assistants.
This afternoon when the student,
are dismissed they are liberated front
their studies until the first of next
week, as the birthday anniversary is
always recognized in the public edu-
cational institutions, and also many
of the private ones.
A number of entertainments will
be given this evening and tomorrow
night jut honor o fthc occasion
FLAG WHIPPED AWAY.
Wind Has Reduced its Length to
About Four Feet Now.
Only about four feet is left of tit:-
Landsorne flag streaming front taa
(aunty court house cupalo, and it sea%
alsortly .have to be replaced with an-
other uew one. The flag was a:
tattled to the pole last fall and has
been unfurled ever since. The blasts
of winter uind have flapped the flag
aa constantly for the past few months
that it has %%hipped itself to a fraz-
zled end.
'I he flag was about twenty feet
long oehen first raised.
MAYF1ELDIANS PEANUT COMPANY ENJOINS
SCOOP IT UP JUDGE DAVID CROSS
JUDDGE REED OF CIRCUIT COURT WILL NOT PERMIT PO-ACCORDING TO HABIT, MAY- 1 LICE TRIBUNAL JUDGE, UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, TOFIELD PEOPLE QUICKLY TRY THE WARRANT CHARGINTO 'THE SOUTHERN PEA-BUY ALL WHISKEY. ' NUT COMPANY WITH MAIITTAINING A NUISANCE BY
LETTING DUST FLY PROM THE PEANUT FACTORY OUT
OVER THE SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD.Four Paducalums Made Business
Good in the Bootlegging Line
Outside That City Monday.
Chief Collins Tuesday got word
from Mayfield authorities to keep the
Paducah "bottleggers" at home. as
Monday a bunch of four characters
well known in this city, loaded up on
Whiskey which they carried down
to just outside Mayfield in Graves
county and began bootlegging, dis-
posing of many gallons. The goods
went like 'hot cakes, everybody com-
ing along taking a jug, and disposing
of all their viands, the Paducahans
quickly returned home.
The Nfaytield Messenger of Tues-
day says regarding the invasion of
that section:
"Paducah 'bootlegger,' were pre-
valent in the section east of the city
Monday. The news was circulated
around that certain persnits, and they
were from Paducah, were selling
booze cutside the city limits cast of
the city. Sheriff W. L. Brand, got
wise and sent his deputies. Tohn Gal-
loway, itowd Sullivan and John Cov-
ington on the outlook for the man
who was dispensing the corn spirits.
The alleged violators of the law also
got v.ise and escaped before the
officers could get them in charge. It
is said that the men dealing out the
whiskey were from Paducah."
WIVES MUST BE CATHOLICS
Denver Bishop Forbids Men to Marry
Women of Other Creeds.
Denver, Col., Feb. to.—In a pas-
toral letter Bishop N. C. Nat: has
forbidden marriages between Catholic
men awl non-Catholic women in the
diocese of Colorado. The niarriage,of
Catholic women to non-Catholie erten
is diseouraged, but is still permitted
by the bishop under the restrictions
heretofore.
▪ JACKSON FOUNDRY MACHINE CO.
44 Mill and Steamboat Supplies.
Structural Iron for Buildings.
Machinery and Boilers Repaired.
Se' and hind Machine-y bought and sold
PADUCAH 
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—The is cather %1.$• szry cltangeab!.
yesterd-y and last night Exceeding-
ly warm at noon, raining slightly iii;
the afternoon and again early in the I
evening, this changed to slight snow-
evening, this changed to snow out
Itato o'clock. At aaya this morning it
uas snowing hard aith prospects .4
a heavy fall.
—Maud Curry. colored, died of I
icier at 1217 Madison street, and this!
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the funeral
services will be held at the Seventh
and Trimble street Christian church,
with interment following at Oak
Grove cemetery. She was 26 years
of age and wife of Robert Curry, the
courteous and polite colored porter
The Columbia building on Broadway 
tle Hot Springs. Ark.. Feb. 20 —Rightbetween Fifth and.Six Reverend Edward Fitzgerald, who
—The handsome new office furni- 
titre for The Palmer. arrived and 
celebrated his fortieth anniversary as
Bishop of Catholic church on Feb-yesterday was installed.
--Today comes up in the police
court for trial the warrant charging
Charles Slaughter with operating a
gambling den on the third floor seven years ago At times he hasabove Frank Justac barher ,,hop improved toNorth Fottrth street.  such an extent that hecould walk around with crutches, but
"flow high did he e:itulp?•• "Dat 
his illness assumed serious phase yert-
ain't de question. llow fur he fell
is vehat he can't make out. Ile didn't
have time ter measure de distance
comin' down."
---Atlanta Constitution., Kansas has abolished capital puBishop Stang. of Masaactusetts., 
n-
t:act! at St. Paul ohment.
ummuseatanaass--- 
HOSPITAL $a0,000
Woman Says She Was Not Properly
Guarded While in Institution.
Chicago. Feb. 20.--Mr. Nellie
Maio. also Princeton avenue: tiled
suit for Iso,000 against the Lakeside
Hospital yesterday in the superior
court. Mrs. Maio alleges carelessnes•
and neglect of duty on the part
of officials of the hospital that re-
stilted in her attempting to destroy
herself during an attack of insanity.
She inflicted on herself- injuries the
effects of which, she says, will remain
with her through life. Mrs. Ma!
shot herself while in the hospital
BISHOP FITZGERALD
IS NEAR TO DEATH
ruary 3, is critically ill tonight and
his life is almost despaired of.
The Bishop :s seventy-three years
of age and was afficted with paralysis
terday morning, and at St. Joseph In-
firmary tonight it was said that the
bishop was in a precarious condition.
The Southern Peanut company yes-
terday got out an injunction from
Judge Reed of the circuit court re-
shaming Judge Cross of the city po-
lice court from trying the warrant
John Holmes, Michael 1%'illianas and
others got out charging the peanut
people with maintaining a nuisance
at their plant on Firat and Washing-
axr streets, by permitting dust to
fly from the factory uvcr the sur-
rounding neighborhood. On the pea-
nut people making application for the
iir;unctiont Jkidee Reed 'issued ths:
necessary order restraining Judge
Cross from taking any act-ion on the
warrant until further orders from the
circuit court, which is higher in au-
thority than the police tribunal.
Mr, lio/mes is chief engineer of the
waterworks plant at First and Wash- ;
i ngt on. witik Mr. NVill iam s is super-
intendent oi the marine ways on the
opposite corner, both their plants be
ing across from the peanit factory.
Mr. Holmes several months ago filed
,uit in the circuit court against the
pe an tat company asking for $2,50o
damages on account of the dust fly-
ing hourly into Mr. Holmes' home
rem', the street the year round. Hr.
114-Inses in this damage suit also
&Acid $he circuit court for an injuec-
tiou reatraining the peanut people
tront permitting the dirt anal dust to
TELLS OP KILLERS* CLUB
THAT MURDERED SETTLERS
aVallace. Idaho, Feb .4.--An ea-
raordinary story of crime and con
'piracy was unfolded today in the
tx.al of Steve Adams, when .Archie
Phillips. Frederick Tyler's nelghbor
&lid friendi told oi the "juniper kill-
atsociation," a secret society al-
leged to have been funded by men
living is. the woods along Marble
creek in the summer of !oat
It' p&-pose was supposed to be th.
k Pong of late r settler., wibo had
;dittoed the ttmber claims of some of
•‘ caalic! arrivals.• A Swede named
I • thr witnes4 said. was 'tip-
it : • the prestdett: `‘
ty, And Jack Simpkins. %.-Lose
,aus had loin juntoed
as supposed to be one of the ring
.enders„ as also was Steer Adam..
Phalltis testified that Tyler stopped
at Ins /some for supper the Moat he
1,4,e he disappeared lie vita Phrlitp•
tlisoehqe was afraid I -lay in that
raglans: that a oils getting too hot
air bian, aial he 1113% 101111( to lease
Crpottitaminatron failed to shake
1101Bign' testimony
Mrs. Nellie Phillips, u:ie of the
told 4peatorlly $secing
. .lams and Stmpkiti• on the trail near
their home a few days before Tyler
ppeared She told o (Tyler', last
iceal at their home and testified t
!7..:aing four shots fired the next
.• tiling at the time when the settler
sappiased to hayi been intir.lered
Deacon Clovertop--Ilow are sou
Remo' on with sour incubator?
Farmer Meddergrass—Why, the dr•,.
thing bain't laid an egg since 1 e
it —Philadelphia Record
ily over ehtneighborhood. Witten the
peanut people improved conditions.
the injunction was dropped by Mr.
Holmes last fall, but there has never
yet come to tnal the portion of the
litigation wherein he warms $2,soo
damages. Several days ago Mr. Hof-
Ines, Mr. NVilliams and others got a
warrant in the police court, charging
the peanut people with maintaining
iansance. Judge Cross had get the
%% arrant for trial yesterday afternoon
at o'clotk„ but just before then die
peanut concern ownets filed the in-junction suit securing an order from
Judge Reed in the circuit court pre-
venting Judge Cross from bearing she
warrant until further notice from the
other judge. This stayed proceedings,
;Aid nothing can now be done byjadge Cross.
In its petition for injunction the
peanut people set up the contention
that there has not yet been disposed
of the 'suit for $2.500 damages Mr.
Hahne% has pending in the circuit
court ainanst the peattut people, who
further state en the application for the
injunction that if Judge Croon is per-
mitted to now try the nuisance war-
ren. the police tribunal will be try-
ing to supersede the circuit court
snisdiction, inasmuch as the pending
question has not yet been settled by
he tatter in the *Lace litigation:
The temporary restraining order was
issued yesterday by Judge Reed, who
hat u relay hews argurneuts as to
whether he will make the injunction
permanent or whether he will dis
pima it art: ' Cross proceed
t., try thy nu ,4144i: warrant.
The action IN an urnisnal one and
the first of its land to come up for
a le :et ‘et'ile here.
 ••••immimom•
S. El Mitchell
AGENCY FOit
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
STATIONARY, PORTABLE AND
MARINE ENGINE& PUMPS.
SCALES, WIND-MILLS, ETC.
326-28 South Third Street
Phones: Old 481a. New 743
Latter Day Sweethearts
By Mrs. Burton Darrison
will be on salt February 27th, a t soc instead of Itasca but only at our
store. Get one sure. Among th e latest fiction here are some of the
Biggest Sellers and Best Books
The Chief Legatee, Mary E. Wilkins-Freeenan. Our price soc
Kate Meredith, Financier, J. Cutliffe Hyne. Our price soc.
lie Far Horigon, Lucas Malet, worth Si.so. Our price Seao.
Hunderds of other popular cop y-rights at cut prices.
/
m.Bsio:kienE. Wilson .0 
AL Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 264
:w GENUINE -j-ILN-44.1.66aulw R.EAL
FRADEWATER COAL •PITTSBURGf
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INC 
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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